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From the Editor
“The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking.
It cannot be changes without changing our thinking.” –
Albert Einstein

I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in present
times when the education system is going through a roller
coaster.

Education is the major deciding factor of country’s growth
therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to build a strong base
in education. Over the past few years, country has seen tremendous change in the
adaption of technology, which is a great sign of country’s development in education
sector.

Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to the reforms in education. The
booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in education has seen tremendous
improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the digitalization is at the
verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging. Digitalization has
become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills and
employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like robotics
and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!!

In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is one of the interactive
segment of the education sector i.e. School Fee Finance System. We have discussed the
role of Fee Finance in making the fee paying experience simpler and relaxing. We have
also discussed the importance of financial literacy and how the fee financing is helping
parents, students and education institutions.

This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great
expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried
implementing their ideas to transform the way of learning.

Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological
developments from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain
abreast about all key developments in India and globally.

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!

Follow

www.eldrok.com
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Educationists: Let’s Catch Them Early!
Why Assessments Is the Key to Early Childhood Development

It is a universally known fact standing the test of time- ‘earlier the better’. The whole
humankind can vouch for instances in their life where they must have understood the
value of time first-hand. They could have either experienced moments they seized and
won or about missed opportunities.

The human life cycle is one of the most crucial examples that stand testament to the
whole concept of time. The human development with respect to age, social maturity,
thought formation and even physical growth has time and again emphasized the
importance of mental sculpting during early childhood and how the child’s innate
temperament and chromosomal pattern interacts with environmental factors to further
shape themselves.
That is why, most psychological theories talk about the importance of cognitive
development and social learning process from infancy to toddlerhood and throughout
childhood. Even various personality theories like psychodynamics and gestalt often
discuss the significance that early stages of human development have on adult life
decisions. Thus, assessments not only sound like a suggestion but more importantly- are
actually the need of the hour for pre-schoolers.

Most of the schools and preschools have recommended and incorporated an assessment
based pedagogy and even improvised on the curriculum based on the results of various observations and test results. However,
this revolution is not as widespread as it should be. There are several misconceptions fuelled by ignorance that needs to be
cleared so that everyone can benefit towards ensuring a child’s and cumulatively the nation’s success:
MYTH: There is no need to start early when there is so much time
TRUTH: Prevention has always been better than cure- there is no debate to that. A head start is always very much defining and it
is unfair to not use assessments for the child to provide them with opportunities that can secure their success early on.
MYTH: There are no assessments/ tests available for pre-schoolers
TRUTH: There are in fact various psychometric tests that are customised not only customised and standardised to the younger
population- but is also fair to their educational backgrounds. In fact, the U.S. Patented DMIT is genetic test which is completely
unbiased as it directly taps into the genetic potential.
MYTH: Subjecting the child to a psychological assessment biases the parents/ teachers
TRUTH: On the contrary, it actually arms them NOT pressurise or experiment with the child. Life can be a series of exploration,
trials and errors- but this needs to be taken care of by the children themselves and not the people guiding them!
MYTH: A pre-schooler’s future gets limited by a test
TRUTH: Understanding the child’s personality and learning styles actually empower the student to grow and live to the fullest
potential. A DMIT or a Psychometric profile of the child helps the guardians to provide a suitable environment (including the
right education board). Thus, the pre-schooler is in a position to successfully cultivate their talents and move through any
challenges on the way.
MYTH: Challenges are going to come later in life and that is when one should deal with it
TRUTH: For a child, everything is new and thus, a challenge. It is their understanding of these experiences that shape their future
decisions as well. And knowing that 90% of brain development is done by the age of 5 yrs.- the importance of early assessments
cannot be understated.
MYTH: A child can learn in any way and thus can be taught in any way
TRUTH: Every child learns better when taught using their dominant learning style (there are five of them!) and knowing that the
sensory, linguistic, emotional and cognitive development happens rapidly during the early ages- assessments provide an
absolute way of knowing it. In fact, the whole system of DMIT and Psychometric Tests for Pre-schoolers as well their parents and
teachers is so well established that BRAINWONDERS- the leading and largest counselling centre in India has over 10,000 schools
vouching for the importance of BRAINWONDERS assessments during the childhood stage and have incorporated the same for
their students.

Mr. Manish Naidu
CEO & Co-
Founder
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Educationists: Let’s Catch Them Early!
There are two types of assessments:

1. U.S. Patented DMIT: This is a biometric test which understand the child’s innate traits using the genetic fingerprint
patterns and analyses:
Personality: Understand how the child thinks and acts to guide them right
Learning Style: Teach the child in a way that is aligning with child’s method of grasping.
Brain Dominance: Know the creative versus the analytical mind
Multiple Intelligence Profile: Explore the strengths and develop on areas that needs strengthening
Parenting Recommendations: The parents, guardians and caretakers are counselled by a psychologist regarding certain
interventions for a healthier child development.

2. Psychometric Tests: The well-rounded design ensures that three facets- Aptitude, Interest and Personality are assessed
for the complete and efficient analysis.

● Aptitude Series: The test measures the ability and learning proficiency across the 6 domains of Abstraction,
Arithmetic, Language, Mechanical Reasoning, Spatial Ability and Speed and Accuracy to understand the areas
of strengths and concerns of the student.

● Interest Inventory: The test is based on Holland's occupational interest theory and explores the fields that
students will enjoy as a professional.

● Personality Test: The qualities and characteristics of an individual are discussed to improve self-awareness and
work on constructively groom their thought process and behaviour in varying environments.

Founded and headed by Mr Manish Naidu since 2011, BRAINWONDERS has been the recipient of several awards including Best
Student Counselling (Indian National Award, 2012), Best Student Counselling (4th Indian School Merit Awards, 2016),
Outstanding Contribution to Educational Counselling (Maharashtra Merit Awards, 2017), Best Student Counselling (5th Indian
School Merit Awards, 2017) and Best in Educational Guidance (North School Merit Awards, 2018) for their contribution towards
educational counselling. A lot of reputed schools and colleges and other organizations appreciatively recommend bot DMIT and
Psychometric Assessment by BRAINWONDERS- a confluence of both ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’ development of the student.
Realising that online psychometric testing is the need of the hour, BRAINWONDERS has stepped up to cater to this void. Mr.
Manish Naidu, the founder of BRAINWONDERS, started BRAINWONDERS in 2011 and has years of expertise in counselling and
assessments. In these years, Mr Manish Naidu and his team across 108+ centres has worked diligently and affiliated with
10,000+ schools Pan India to create awareness of career assessments. Now, as the need and accessibility and affordability of the
internet has increased, Mr. Manish Naidu decided to venture into the online market and use online assessments.
The BRAINWONDERS assessment series for younger age groups has been researched, designed & constructed to address this
need and supports students, parents, teachers, principals and management to enable the students to accurately identify and to
make the best of their skills.

“In the Game of Life- there are no guarantees.”
Thus, the BRAINWONDERS team aimed to identify the growing need for a comprehensive assessment framework for students of
younger age groups. “Keeping in mind the child’s overall development, we have constructed a series of time-tested
assessments” says Mr. Manish Naidu. BRAINWONDERS is the only organization in India that provides U.S patented DMIT test
and possesses the most comprehensive psychometric assessment framework. They provide well-rounded services for
quantitative and qualitative enhancement of the individual.
BRAINWONDERS online Psychometric Testing, Genetic Intelligence Testing and Counselling Interventions is finding more and
more leverage from all over the country. After all, every parent and the teachers want the best for their child and wants their
child to excel in the career path that they choose. Leaders can be born from all walks of life. Thus taking assessments and tests
can help the children at an early age understand their potentials, inner ability, aptitude and intersect. With the help of
assessments for pre-schoolers and proper guidance from the teachers and parents, the child will surely fly high in any path that
they choose
to their
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destination- and early assessments will ensure that this path is well lit!
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Education Briefs - National
Noida-basedEdtechStartupTinkerCodersRaisesFundingtoExpanditsServices intheIndianandInternationalMarkets
Founded in 2020, an online coding platform
for K-12 students, Tinker Coders, has recently
announced it has raised an undisclosed
amount of funding in a seed financing round
from its parent company, STEMROBO
Technologies, which is an edtech company,
offering one-stop learning solutions in STEM
and Robotics to K-12 learners. Anurag Gupta
and Rajeev Tiwari, Co-Founders of
STEMROBO Technologies, have led the
financing round. The edtech startup's goal is
to build knowledge around ‘Learn through

Coding,’ which encourages students to
promote core skills like Logical thinking and
creativity. Also, it motivates them to solve
real life-based obstacles. “We are happy to
receive the first support from STEMROBO,
adding to the fuel of our extension. We hope
that we can support students get ready for
any field they choose and reach the top of
success through our innovative solution,”
said Anoop Gautam, CEO & Co-Founder,
Tinker Coders. According to the officials, with
the latest funding, Tinker Coders intends to

extend its services in the Indian and Global

markets.

ManyStateshavedecidedtoReopentheirEducational InstitutionsfromJanuary4
In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, Schools,
Colleges, and all other educational
institutions over several cities and states
have continued to remain closed for above

nine months, now after a long time several
states have recently decided to reopen
schools only for higher grades such as
students of grades 9 to 12 have to appear
for the board examinations. Recently, the
Bihar government has declared that the
schools in the states will resume offline
classes from January 4 for students of
classes 9 to 12. Though, the Tripura

government has also chosen to reopen the
upper primary standard to college classes
from January 4. In another development,
Schools in Puducherry and Karaikal region
will restart their normal offline classes from
January 4, 2021, with all the COVID-19 rules
in place. The government directed the
leaders of all government or private schools
to adhere to the SoPs to resist COVID-19.

Survey:Around69%ofParentswantSchoolsReopeninginApril
Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, Schools,
Colleges, Universities, and all other
educational institutions over many cities and
states have continued to remain shut for
more than nine months but now many
states have reopened schools, colleges in
their respective states. In a current survey
conducted by online platform Localcircles,
above 19,000 parents were surveyed across
the nation regarding schools reopening. And,

according to the results, at least 69 percent
of parents are in support of schools
reopening in April. “Only 26 percent of
Indian parents approve of their children
receiving the COVID-19 vaccine if it is made

available by April 2021 or before the school
session. Further, 56 percent of parents said
they will wait for three months or more and
then consider, based on data or findings,”
said the survey. In many states schools have
been already reopened for the higher classes
and CISCE had also asked for the reopening
of its affiliated schools from January 4 owing
to the coming ICSE board exams, but no
decision has been taken in this regard.

Hyderabad-based EdTech Start-up Practically secured $4M in a Pre-Series
Bfundinground

Founded in 2018, Practically applies
Augmented Reality, 3D videos, and
simulations for an improved learning
experience, and provides to learners in

grades between the age group of 6-12, with
a focus on STEM learning. Practically, an
interactive and fascinating learning app,
recently announced that it has secured $4
million in a Pre-Series B funding round. The
funding round was led by Bengaluru-based
deep tech investor Siana Capital, some
existing backers Exfinity Ventures and
YourNest Venture Capital have also
participated in the financing round. “The
recent financing round will be used
strategically to increase the market for

Practically beyond Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh. Our development strategy includes
building a footprint Pan-India in the
following 12 months. We are also intending
to develop services in the Middle East and
set foot into the US market shortly,” said
Charu Noheria, Co-founder and COO,
Practically. Company officials claim that
around 130 schools in India are already using
Practically App and its services to allow
online classes.

Education Briefs - National
MumbaibasedEdutechstartupLattuKidsraisedanUndisclosedamountoffundinginaseedfundinground
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Recently, Mumbai based edtech Lattu Kids
has announced that it has secured an
undisclosed amount of funding in a seed
round of funding from
Mumbai Angels. That
supports Airtel striking up a
strategic stake in Lattu Kids
in June 2020 as part of the
Airtel Startup Accelerator

Program. “Today, early foundational learning
is the most overlooked category in education
across India. However, it sets the foundation

of how well the
child will perform
in primary and
higher secondary.
One of the main
reasons why

parents love the Lattu Kids app is because of
our unique approach to learning,” said Vivek
Bhutyani, Co-founder and CEO, Lattu Kids.
According to the official resources, the
company would use the fresh fundraised to
ramp up the hiring of expertise and scale up
its product portfolio to assist the fast-
growing market for quality educative content
for children.

Around34%ofstudentsshiftedfromPrivateSchooltoGovernmentSchools inHaryana

Haryana has observed a reversed trend in
school registration because of the COVID-19
pandemic as around 1.46 lakh students have
shifted from private schools to government

ones this continuous session, logging a clear
increase of 8% in the admission according to
the data given by the Haryana school
education department. According to the
data, 50,256 students have taken admission
in grades 11 and 9, which estimates around
34% of the total fresh admissions. As many
as 35,598 students, together with 23,114
boys and 12, 484 girls registered in grade 11
and 14, 658 students in Class 9, incorporate
9,302 boys and 5,356 girls. Besides, 19,902

students who moved from private schools to
government schools had taken admission in
higher classes 10 and 12 in Haryana. The
number of Class 12 students who have
shifted to government schools reached
7,877 and that of grade 10 is 12,025. Only
411 students have shifted to government
schools in Class 1. The earnings of parents
have decreased during the pandemic and
they have realized that quality education can
be gained in government schools also.

Afteragapofmorethanninemonths,nowStatesstartedreopeningSchoolsforClass5&Onwards
Good listening in the education sector,
recently, Punjab Education Minister Vijay
Inder Singla announced that schools in
Punjab are resuming physical classes for
grades 5 to 12 from today i.e., 07 Jan 2021.
Punjab is the first state of India, reopening
schools for standard 5 students. Schools can
operate from 10 am to 3 pm. And, the
decision of school reopening comes after
determining demand by parents & teachers
to reopen all government, semi-government

and private schools. "If the strength of the
students is huge in the school and social
distancing
standards are not
maintainable, in
such case school
head or
management may
choose whether
to take the classes
in two turns or can ask the students to come

at alternate days, at their level," said the
Education Minister. And, also students and

staff living in
containment zones are
not permitted to come to
schools. Though
attendance is not
mandatory, students can
also proceed with online
classes if they want.

Bengaluru-basededtechplatformKytbags$5MillioninaSeriesAFinancingRound

Founded in 2020 by the former head of Uber
Eats, India & South Asia Bhavik Rathod. Kyt
provides extracurricular online courses by

joining live sessions with video-based
revision content created by curriculum
specialists for kids between the age group of
5 and 15 years of age recently announced
that it has secured $5 million of funding in a
Series A financing round. The funding round
was led by Alpha Wave Incubation along
with the participation from January Capital,
Titan Capital, Sequoia Capital India’s Surge,
and other angel backers. “This new funding
will greatly support our endeavors in giving a

well-structured curriculum, created by
pedagogy specialists and education
consultants to support each child realise its
potential,” said co-founder and CEO Rathod.
With the latest fundraised amount Kyt
intends to spend on technology and
recruitment. Its team has 35 people spread
all over India, and the company intends to
ramp up the hiring of product managers,
engineers, and data scientists who are
located in Abu Dhabi.

Education Briefs - National
MompreneurSurabhiHandalaunchesaleadingcareercounsellingcompany,BrainwondersinGurugram
A proud mother of a 4-year-old boy, a
mompreneur has recently launched
'Brainwonders', the best career counselling

company in Gurugram, Haryana, with a
passion to make a revolution in the edtech
sector. She found her imagination being met
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as a Brainwonders Master Franchise.
Mumbai based Brainwonders was started
under the thought of Research and
Development from Dermatoglyphic theory
or DMIT from the most advanced technology.
With the DMIT analysis, they are able to
identify the inborn ability of every child and
the best way to study. Surabhi was born and

raised in a business family in Jhansi, she is an
excellence-driven person with far-reaching
goals. She continued her education in
Website Designing and despite her growth in
the corporate sector, exploring further
growth, she managed to balance her
professional time with educational pursuits
even after her wedding in 2008. It was after

the birth
of her son,
she understood that she needs to take her
career in a broader way, something that
could match the growing demands of her
child as well as give her a spirit of
professional achievement.

NewNormalinIndia,StatesareallowingEducational InstitutionstoReopenafteradeclineinCoronaviruscases
At a time when several states are preparing
to reopen schools, Puducherry government
has recently chosen to reopen schools after
a very long time in the state
from January 4. Though,
initially, these classes will
start at 10 am till 1 pm.
According to the
announcement, students of
grades 1 to 12 will visit the
school from January and
full-day offline classes would begin from

January 18. Also, classes of final year UG and
PG students to start from December 17. On
the other hand, according to Banna Gupta,

who is a state
health and

disaster
management
department

minister,
Jharkhand is
also planning to

reopen higher institutions, high schools,

technical, government, and medical training
institutions soon. Still, the government did
not allow the school reopening yet, because
of the pandemic situation that prevailed in
the state. For safety purposes, the
Government has asked all educational
institutes to strictly obey the guidelines and
precautionary rules directed by the health
department. As part of this, social distancing,
wearing masks, and following essential hand
hygiene and respiratory etiquette will be a
need.

UoloTechnologies,aBengaluru-BasedEdtechStartuphasSecuredINR20CrinaPre-SeriesAFundingRound
Founded in 2013, Bengaluru-based edtech
startup Uolo Technologies has recently
announced that it has raised INR 20 Cr in a
pre-Series A round of funding. The funding
round was led by Omidyar Network India
and Blume Ventures. Uolo operates an
application to support students, instructors
and parents interact online and gives its
solutions to across 2,000 schools in India,
and adds a million students over 200 cities

on its platform. “Schools as an institution
shall continue to play an important role in
how our children learn and grow into society.
Once the school, teachers, parents, and
students are digitally connected and this
community moves online, it becomes
possible to build on top of 6+ hours of daily
learning that happens inside the school. In
the next 2 years, we plan to bring 20,000
schools comprising 10 Million students to

build an active online community,” said
Pallav
Pandey, co-
founder &
CEO of Uolo.
With the
latest fundraised, Uolo intends to grow its
team across technology and operations and
develop its offerings for school
administration and learners.

Delhi-basedAI-focusededtechstartupDcodeAIhassecuredangelfundingof$500,000SChandandSons

Founded in 2020, concentrated on low
code/no-code devices and applies Artificial
Intelligence to make learning simple, natural,

and personalized. Edtech startup DcodeAI,
recently announced that it secured $500,000
from educational publishing house Sultan
Chand and Sons. DcodeAI currently initiated
its DIY learning platform also to introduce
Computer Vision, data science, and Natural
Language Processing for kids between the
age group of 12 and 18 years. “In 2020, we
have seen various disruptions in the
education system in the nation, as well as the

overall learning and development process of
the kids. The Prime Minister of India has
given a clear clarion call for the necessity to
democratize AI over all sectors," said Kartik
Sharma, CEO and Co-founder, DcodeAI. With
the latest fundraised amount DcodeAI
intends to democratize Artificial Intelligence
education in India as well as globally such as
UK, USA, UAE and Africa.
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Education Briefs - National
MaharashtraSchoolsseemsfivetimesgrowthinAttendanceasmoreSchoolsReopen
According to the state government data,
around 88% of schools for grades 9 to 12
have resumed physical classes in
Maharashtra by January 4,
with above 15 lakh students
actually attending schools
every day and the
attendance of students in
schools has risen by almost
five times as compared to

an earlier month. Recently, the state
education department has issued the data
for phase-wise school reopening over the

state and the
number of
learners visiting
school physically.
Over 19,000
schools had
reopened in

different parts for grades 9 to 12 while also
adhering to the issued guidelines concerning
offline education during the pandemic.
Talking about the highest attendance of
students in schools was seen in Parbhani
which is almost 85.8% followed by Kolhapur,
where 64.6% of students have physically
visited the schools. In a few of the districts
like Dhule, Akola, and Amravati, the
attendance was seen as lesser than 10%.

FewoftheremainingStatessettoreopeneducational institutionssooninJanuary

An Observing decline in coronavirus cases,
most of the States have started reopening

schools, colleges, universities in their
respective states, now after the prolonged
gap of nearly nine months since the
coronavirus-induced lockdown in the nation,
Karnataka government have decided to
resume physical classes for first and second-
year college students from January 14. If
talking about the other states, Gujarat is also
in the queue of school reopening and have
decided to reopen the schools from January
11 for grades 10 and 12. As earlier
announced by the Union Education Minister

Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ that the CBSE
board examinations will be held from May 4
to June 10 and the results will be announced
on July 15, so, the students need physical
classes for months before exams to clear all
related doubts which is not possible in
online classes. CBSE has also reduced the
syllabus for every subject by 30 percent to
support students to deal with the academic
pressure because of the pandemic.

AfterSchoolReopening,Haryana’sgovernmentschoolshaverecorded34%attendanceinjustaweek
According to the officials, the government
schools of Haryana have recorded 34%
attendance on Wednesday, just a week after
the schools have reopened for students of
grades 9 to 12. Officials of the school
education department stated that the
schools in Mahendergarh and Rewari
districts marked the most supportive
response with an attendance of 49% and
46% each. At 23%, Gurugram had the lowest

appearance of students in the state.
“Teachers in the district have been
approaching
parents to convince
them to allow their
wards to attend
school. We are
following all safety
protocols. I have
asked the school

heads to keep at least 200 face masks at the
entry to provide it to students who come

without masks,” said
Mahendergarh district
education officer (DEO)
Sunil Dutt. Meanwhile,
the students were
excited to be finally
back to school after a
long pause.

AlmostalltheStatesofIndiahavereopenededucational institutions,fewleft

As the nation observing a regular drop in the
coronavirus cases since the prior month,
many states are ready to resume physical

classes in January. While many including
Bihar, Odisha, and Karnataka have already
started classes, and remaining states are
planning to reopen schools in the upcoming
week of January in a graded manner,
according to the Centre-mandated rules.
Schools and colleges and other educational
institutions have continued closed since
March 2020 because of the pandemic. Now
more than half of the states have reopened
schools in their respective states and
remaining states are also planning for the

same. In which some are: With a drop in
COVID-19 cases above the earlier few weeks,
the Gujarat government recently declared
the reopening of schools for classes 10th and
12th students from January 11. On the other
side, Rajasthan also planning to reopen the
educational institutions from January 18.
Karnataka also planning to restart offline
classes for first and second year college
students from January 14. Few remaining
states are also preparing to reopen schools
shortly or probably in the month of January.
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Education Briefs - National
Study: Around 90% of parents are ready to send children to school

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, schoolers
above the last eight months have been

subjected to different modes of learning.
Now study spots have confirmed the claim
regarding online classes being inefficacious
for the huge number of students, but also
unveils that a large majority of parents are
now set to send their kids to school if the
health of their kids will be taken care of
when schools reopen, and near to 65% were
of the belief that reopening of schools would
not act a problem for their children’s health,

discovered research by the Azim Premji
University. They also revealed professional
difficulties in leading online classes, with as
many as 80% of teachers of a total of 1,522
teachers who were interviewed, seeing it
quite impossible to manage an emotional
connect with kids during online classes,
which thus excludes the very basis of
education.

ISRO to embrace 100 Atal Tinkering Labs for encouraging Space Education in Schools
Great initiative in the education sector, ISRO
or Space Research Organisation will be using
100 Atal Tinkering Labs under the Atal
Innovation Mission to support education in
the field of STEM, related innovations, and
space education. The fresh project
concentrates on developing scientific
temperament amongst school students of
grades 6 to 12. This project has been started
in line with the AtmaNirbhar Bharat and
further NITI Aayog has also connected this
great initiative. “I am happy that to nourish
our future space scientists, ISRO in
partnership with their regional research

centers are embracing 100 Atal Tinkering
Labs, where ISRO scientists and researchers
will individually supervise
and mentor the young
pioneers in the area of
STEM education and
Space technology”, said
NITI Aayog's Chairman
Amitabh Kant. According
to ISRO Chairman Dr. K.
Sivan, this project-based learning will
develop an approach towards research right
from school times. With today’s
confirmation of 100 ATLs, spread

geographically in line with ISRO’s
appearance over the nation, the

organization is
applying a little
step in engaging
with the students,
towards providing
them way in
pursuing their
space vision. This

is an excellent chance for our young aspiring
space researchers and astronauts to get
knowledge from the greatest minds of our
nation.

Telangana is all set to reopen schools, colleges from February 1 for Grades 9 to 12

The Telangana Government has recently
chosen to resume offline classes for students

of grades 9 to 12 from February 1. Along
with the school reopening the state
government has also approved the colleges
and universities reopening for the
intermediate and degree grades from
February 1 only. The schools have been
closed for physical education from mid-
March in the view of the coronavirus
pandemic. “Classes to be held for grades 9
and above from February 1st. Intermediate

and Degree levels will also start from Feb
1st,” said Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao. Most of the state
governments including Arunachal Pradesh,
Bihar and Assam have already resumed face-
to-face classes in schools and colleges, now
Telangana is also planning to restart in the
State with the state government protocols
on COVID-19 so that students and all staff
visiting the schools are secure.

TamilNadutoReopenSchoolsfromJanuary19forGrades10,12
According to the officials, from November 23,
Universities and Degree Colleges in Uttar
Pradesh will reopen but only with 50%
presence of students on a roaster basis, and
the state government also announced the
guidelines for reopening of the universities
and colleges. As per the guidelines, all
students have to wear the mask, use hand
sanitizer, and maintain social distancing, and
the universities and colleges have to prepare
for thermal scanning and hand wash for

students and staff to stop the spread of the
COVID-19. In another development, recently,
Karnataka Health Minister Dr. K Sudhakar

stated that from December 1, Medical and
paramedical colleges affiliated to Rajiv
Gandhi University of Health Sciences
(ARGUHS) would restart normal offline
classes. “The Karnataka government has
decided to reopen all the medical, dental,
AYUSH, paramedical, nursing and pharmacy
colleges affiliated to RGUHS from December
1,” the Minister tweeted. The Higher
Education Department has also chosen to
restart degree colleges from November 17.
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Educator’s View
Mrs Jayashree Iyer
Correspondent

T.I.ME. Schools, Hyderabad

Introduction: Mrs Jayashree Iyer, the Founder Principal
and now the Correspondent of T.I.M.E. Schools.
Hyderabad is a magician in the field of the simplest and
the purest form of education.
She believes in “Education for Joy and
experience”. She is a connoisseur of that
education which is still a dream in most
parts of India. She is a true visionary
with a sense of old values, quick
adaptation to the latest technology.
When people were struggling with the
basics of “How to teach and what to
teach” she was already experimenting
with the Tiny tots of T.I.M.E. Schools on
“Experiential learning” which now, is the
talk of the town. She is a power house of
knowledge and a versatile personality
who has not only a depth of knowledge

in all
subjects and
streams
possible but
also is an
expert in
the complex
network of
the horizontals and verticals of the
learning paradigm for the teachers and
the taught. It is her insight and
ingenuity which ensured that T.I.M.E.
Schools are being recognised as the
most happening schools. The schools

bagged “The Best emerging schools
award” at both the locations. She is ever
smiling, caring and is empathetic. Her
enthusiasm and the energy are
contagious. In a world of show and
pomp she is a woman “non -pareil” as
true education takes place in her schools.

T.I.M.E. School - Instilling Values,
Nurturing Excellence

Educator’s View

Career in teaching –
 She is passionate about education and is an Alumnus of Delhi University.

 Having travelled widely to all the parts of India, she has multi-cultural, multi linguistic exposure

and experience.

 She feels that teachers should facilitate the leaning process taking the role of co-learners with

students rather than educators.

 Having an experience of nearly four decades, she currently heads the school division of T.I.M.E.

 She continues as mentor for the teachers and is active in the selection and training of teachers.

Vision
Our Vision is to impart the highest quality education by providing an inspiring & conducive learning
environment that helps bring out the best in every child and helps in the holistic development of the
child

Current Educational scenario:
The early childhood and primary education sector have long been neglected resulting in the loss of
creativity and imagination in children. Even in the higher education sectors education has become
equivalent to acquiring a certificate or two by hook or crook. Learning has assumed a backseat and hence
students though qualified, have become unemployable.

“CATCH THEM YOUNG SHOULD BE THE MOTTO”
Children learn a lot by exploration, experimentation and freedom to come up with solutions.
T.I.M.E. SCHOOL believes in the above motto and hence when we began in the year 2010, we decided that our approach and
techniques would be based on the requirement of the students.
Schools play a primary role in the holistic development of a child. Every school imparts Education. If there is a difference that we
can make, it is how differently we impart knowledge and how effective we are in this endeavour. Quality of information is as
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Joy of learning -
Learning process should cease to be mechanical and theory based. The joy of exploring and learning ensures that the
learning remains a continuous process and children become life- long learners.
We need committed and passionate teachers who will create an eternal love for not only acquiring knowledge but also
learning to apply them appropriately.
The skills sets required in the next decade will be entirely different from what the school educators are preparing
students for. Our role as educators is to prepare and equip the students with a set of skills that would help them
tackle any challenges that come their way and succeed.
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Educator’s View
Ms. Mona Mehdi
Head of Institute
Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, Hyderabad
Backed by over 24 years of experience as a teacher and an
administrator in reputed schools of Lucknow and Hyderabad. Her
professional expertise, communicative skills, dramatic and artistic
talents are commendable. With knowledge and experience in her
field, she is successful in motivating her team, always asserting-
‘There is no short cut to success. It is the work alone that works. As
an able and charismatic leader, she aims at making her team and the
students learn to lead and be good human beings, besides being
successful. She is an inspiration for many, her selfless and optimistic
approach motivates and encourages her friends and associates to
move ahead and face the challenges of life.

Professionally, Ms. Mehdi has focused keenly on her sole mission-
the growth and glory of the institute in all the spheres- curricular, co-
curricular and extra-curricular. The organizations in her aegis aim at
the all-round development of a child in the midst of holistic
education provided by the school. Her aspirations are in tune with the modern times of the advancement of Science and
Technology but has its roots firmly grounded in traditional values and culture. She is the most sought after national level
Resource Person of ELT for the leading publication houses and a leading Pronouncer for the Spell Bee Contests. She has done
voice over for many plays and children rhymes besides being an eloquent speaker.

Career in Education:

It’s a choice. I don’t remember having
any other ambition besides being a

teacher since
childhood. My
teachers have left a
great impact on me
and I feel this
generation needs
passionate teachers.
I have studied for
almost two decades
and have been in
the schools for
another two
decades and I
proudly acclaim to
be in schools
throughout my life.
This is my world!

Major Initiatives towards Education:

The school has introduced the concept
of Whole Brain wherein the brain
profiling of the students is done in the

beginning and then the teaching
happens. The concept of accepting
every child as an individual is achieved

through it. The school also works on the
philosophy of PITCH where ‘P’ stands
for Personal Touch, ‘I’ stands for
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Involvement of Parents, ‘T’ stands for
traditions and values, ‘C’ stands for
Child Centric Curriculum and ‘H’ stands
for the Holistic Development. All the
activities of the school are based on this

philosophy. Project KUDOS, all for One,
one for All, involves all the stake holders
of the school in the teaching learning
process. Being located in the heart of
the city, in spite of the space constraint

the
school has
come up with an organic farm and best
out of waste garden to provide
experiential learning.
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Educator’s View
Challenges in Schools:

Teachers join this profession by chance
and not by choice which ultimately
leads to a lot of gap between the
learning and teaching due to the lack of

required skills. Moreover, there is too
much of emphasis on the content rather
than the skills and the natural mind
takes a back seat as the classrooms are

confined in the four walls of the school
buildings due to various reasons.

Current changes required for Education Sector:

There has to be a paradigm shift. The
classrooms have to be student centric
rather than teacher centric. Learning
and teaching has to be skill based
instead of content based. A lot of
emphasis has to be given on

experiential learning and the rat race for
marks and ranks has to come to an end.
Parental expectations should also come
down which is creating a havoc in the
life of young minds. In the name of
technology, the kids are exposed to

many unwanted content which is again
a challenge to deal with when both the
parents are working. Schools alone can’t
do a miracle. For this amazing
generation to excel, all the stakeholders
should work collectively.

Future plans:

Our group has 85 vibrant educational
establishments engaged from k -12,
undergraduate & postgraduate levels.

We intend to have globally networked
community of leaders, technocrats and
professionals working in an ethical

environment founded on human values
in which both spirit and skill thrives to
enrich the quality of life.

Comment about education
system:

It needs to be taken up seriously
and should be kept away from
political pressure. Teaching as a
profession should be considered
at par with any other profession if
we really need to improve the
standard of education. This will
help us have teachers by choice
and not by chance! A lot is being
done on papers yet a lot more has
to be implemented to get the
desired results.

Leadership Style:

A mix of strategic and
transformational leadership. I
value the inputs of my team
members and give them the
ownership which helps in
achieving the long term as well as
the short term goals. Every
member of the organization is
given the due importance and
responsibilities.

Educator’s View
Ms. Malavika Prakki
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Principal
Solitaire Global Schools - Attapur Branch

Introduction

She creates rich and comprehensive co-educational atmosphere promotes not only excellent academic results, but also a
concentrated focus on the Arts, Sport, Outdoor Education and Community Service.

She is an Experienced Biology facilitator and Counselling Psychologist with a demonstrated history of working in the education
field.

She has also earlier headed the school as IBPYP coordinator. She is a Certified NLP practitioner, Happiness Life Coach, Master
Mindfulness Practitioner and a Career Coach. She is always dedicated in providing counselling therapy for individuals of all age
groups and has an innate ability to establish rapport, interact and relate to individuals of all levels.

She effortlessly communicates and puts the environment to ease. She comes with strong interpersonal, organizational and
analytical skills, these skills put to action works magic with children and their mental health. She also holds a Degree in Masters
in Microbiology, Masters in Psychology & Bachelors in Education.

Careers in Education
Ms. Malavika believes in inculcating positive attitude through exposure to values. with this motto, Ms. Prakki started her career
in teaching as a biology facilitator, later she took the role as the branch head of solitaire global schools, her passion is to
motivate students to achieve their goals, as counselor she has guided many students in striking a balance between scholastic
and extracurricular activities.

Major initiative Towards Education
During her work experience, Ms. Malavika Prakki has carefully
planned innovative routes for overall student development. She
believes in positive culture as a precondition for great teaching. She
has created a model pathway that promises in creating teaching and
living values that are full of joy. She works seamlessly for a common
purpose of creating global citizens who respect and value diversity.
At Solitaire Global Schools she creates an environment that nurtures
a love of learning in all learners, small and tall. Collaboration among
and between our students and adults is ever constant under her
guidance. Some initiatives are:

Collaboration and Integration- She has led many collaborations
periodically with other international schools in Japan, Kenya, South
Africa, Nepal, Pakistan and Palestine for exchange of best
educational practices and culture exchange.

Skills for Life: she believes in placing life skills at the center of our
curriculum. She carefully plans personality development training
sessions to inculcate good values in our children and carefully plans

our curriculum which involves topics such as caring, giving, working for society, and well-being. Skills for life help students
graduate from school with an awareness of what it takes to function on their own.

Learning Environment: Our learning environment sets us apart. It includes
global classrooms which are student centric, project based and research driven. Developing multicultural literacy and global
competencies is an essential aspect of our school curriculum.
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Educator’s View
Under her leadership and Guidance, the School has bagged the
British Council International School Award for the Academic
Year 2019-2021.

The Current Education System in India
She believes an emphasis should be laid on creating positive learning
environment that can foster improved academic performance while
promoting students’ social and emotional wellbeing. Although there has
been a shift in the teaching practices, there still are institutes that promote
memorizing the facts over understanding the concepts. The last 10 years in
the field of education have truly been revolutionary with many institutes
opting for an experiential learning over the traditional methodology. New

age parenting is one reason why this change could see the light of the day. The curriculum needs to be more robust ensuring the
student is gaining a holistic view of the concepts and learning.

Digitization to change the future of learning
With the advent of technology which is continually evolving and advancing, a lot has changed in today’s world. Technology has
become such an integral part of our lives that it won’t be an understatement if we call it the heart and nerve of our day to day
functions. Every piece of information available under the sky is now synthesized through digitization. Gone are the days where
there is a lack of access to information with everything now available at the tip of your fingertips. Now is the time that we
incorporate digitization in the field of education. Digital Course Materials, Immersive Learning, and Smart Learning Environment
are few of the methods we widely get to see at present and I hope the day is not far from reality where Artificial Intelligence,
Virtual Reality and Gamification are at the centre of learning methodology.
Digitization has become a need for education and for bringing different parts of the world together. We are into the 21st
century where technology has become important tool for delivering education.
Digitization has added to our learning; however, Classroom Teaching still play a major role in adding value.
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Educator’s View
Maheshwari Natarajan

Principal - Vidya Mandir Estancia, Chennai

Introduction: I joined Vidya Mandir,
Mylapore, as a young part time,
temporary, kindergarten teacher. I have
worked through all the sections of the

school to now spearhead a branch
school in rural Chennai in an area that
had no CBSE school prior to us.

I consider this my single biggest
achievement in my professional life.
Through the years I have qualified
myself in relevant educational areas
ranging from teaching through training
including a couple of diplomas from
Harvard University to do with teacher
training.

To add to the global dimensions of my
career, I established an ongoing
twinning programme with Methodists

Girls’ School, Singapore with the
guidance of the Ministry of Education,
Singapore. The parent school, Vidya
Mandir, Chennai continues this practice
even today. I was a part of a team from
India which visited Finland in September
2013 to study their educational system.
We covered the entire system from pre-
school to the Masters programme
(Education) in the University of Jyvaskyla,
Finland. It was a session packed with
learning. I am glad to say that we are
implementing a few processes from
Finland here in our school today.

Major initiatives in Education:
Setting up the first CBSE School in a rural
area whose primary population were
agriculturists. (60% of our first few years
of students were First Generation
Learners). From there, creating a

community of teaching practitioners and
learners who are able to function to
International standards in a digitalised
environment, without losing the old
school values. Has conducted many

training programmes like gender
sensitivity training, classroom
management training, upholding
integrity and ethics in school, career
guidance and value education.

Challenges:
One major challenge many schools face
is the shortage of trained teachers with a
real passion for teaching. Subject
knowledge apart, those that apply for a
teaching job think it is an easy
profession. The timings and the
(supposed) holidays are the draw. Those
who want to really come into this

profession as it is their calling are very
few in numbers. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to retain the ethical
Indian values in this fast paced digital
world. Students are led away easily from
their natural progression towards an
easy transition into college life by
attractive social media activities, peer

pressure and indulgent parents who give
in and give up easily. Our present
education system is more marks
oriented than learning oriented! The
tuition centres and coaching centres are
tough competition for schools.

Digital Influence:
Both the teacher and the taught need to
be tech Savvy today. The power of
referencing, teaching methodology,
importance of visual materials connects

with learners the world over, knowledge
sharing, exchange of ideas and much
more are made possible by the digital
platform. Moreover, the digital platform

has brought in personalised learning
into every home, which is a boon for
schools like ours that are removed from
the hub of learning in the city.
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Educator’s View

Achievements:
Have established a school affiliated
to CBSE in rural TN. I have been
responsible for the entire operations
including interaction with architects,
supervision of the building,
recruitment, admissions, interaction
with support organizations,
recruitment, CBSE, Board exams, etc.
I have participated in a study tour to
Finland to study i school education
system. Received an Award from
Late Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam for service
to rural areas in educational sector. Chairperson of Kanchi Cluster, a unit of the Chennai Sahodaya Schools Complex, 2018-20. I
was the master trainer for CBSE to train Principals on different modules. Also, Vidya Mandir Estancia has been recognised at a
National level by CSE and CII as a Green School and certifies us as such

Current trends and changes:
A total revamping of the teacher training processes is required. A teacher no longer walks in with a chart paper and chalk piece

into the class!
Though the 7th Pay Commission has increased the pay structure of teachers considerably, we are still poor cousins to our peers in

the Corporate World. Considering that “corporate leaders “are honed by teachers, a change in attitude to the profession is
needed.

The emotional needs of students must be addressed rigorously at school. The vacuum created by the lack of joint families,
working parents and the competitiveness of the educational system must be filled in by the schools if we don’t want social media

to beat us to it!
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Educator’s View
Umme Salma
Principal
New York Academy
Umme Salma is the Founder and Executive Director of EdPodium. She is
currently the Principal of New York Academy, a progressive American School in
Hyderabad. Umme is also an Adjunct Professor at Notre Dame de Namur
University in California.
Umme was born in Hyderabad and moved to California to pursue her education.
She received her Bachelor’s Degree in Child Psychology and her Master Degree in
Educational Administration from Santa Clara University.
After working, for several years as a teacher and administrator in Elementary and
Middle Schools, in the Bay Area (Silicon Valley), in California, she realized the
need to learn more about Early Childhood Education. This is where every child
begins his/her journey of becoming a lifelong learner. So unsurprisingly, she
pursued her degree in Early Childhood Education. Having had the opportunity to
be trained and working with some of the best educators at Bing Nursery School at Stanford University, Umme’s perspective on
early childhood became more solidified. Having had the extensive training at Stanford University Research Lab and Children’s

Center of the Stanford Community, she is now even a stauncher
advocate of the importance of Pre K – 12 Education.
Umme believes that teaching and learning are irrevocably connected
and effective teachers are the change agents in society. They have the
power to create life-long learners with a growth mindset. Effective
teachers help their students reach their full potential. Therefore, there
is a critical need in the world today to train teachers in the art and
science of teaching and learning.
Her vision is to enhance, expand, and support teacher training in India
by equipping teachers with current brain-based research, knowledge,
skills, and the mind-set to motivate and help their young learners.

Umme collaborated with Notre Dame de Namur University in California, USA, and began a successful Pilot Teacher Training
Program in India, 2018 -2019. She is determined to create a professional learning community in India where educators
collaborate to enhance every aspect of the education system, which positively contributes to the holistic development of
children.
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Cover Story – Overview of School Fees Finance System
Overview of Finance
Finance is a wide term that describes things
which are related to banking, leverage or
debt, loan, capital markets, money, and
investments. Fundamentally, finance
characterizes money controlling and
the procedure of acquiring obligatory
funds. Finance also includes the error,
creation, and study of money, banking,
credit, investments, assets, and
liabilities that make up financial
classifications. Many of the
fundamental concepts in finance
originate from micro and
macroeconomic theories. One of the

most fundamental theories is the periodical
value of money, which basically means that

a dollar today is worth more than a dollar in
the coming future. Financial planning

includes analyzing the current
financial positioning of any
individuals to express tactics for
future requirements within
financial restraints. Personal
finance is explicit to each
individual's state and activity,
needs and preferences; hence,
financial policies depend majorly
on the person's income, living
necessities, goals, and wants.

How Financing is different from Loan
As a parent, you continuously seek to
provide finest education to your child or
children. An easy loans pr EMI options to
assist admission of your child into the best
schools can help any parent to remain
hassle free with burden of arranging the
amount upfront. Now a days, parents can
pay the school admission or tuition fee
using east loan and pay-back in easy

instalment of 6/9/12 months. The
difference between a loan and finance is
that a loan is cash, properties, or other
means which are offered to another party
or person and in return, the payer demands
eventual repayment of the loan or principal
value, along with interest or finance charges,
which is the major source of income for the
lender. On the other side, finance is cash
administration and includes practices such

as savings, borrowing, lending, planning,
saving etc. A loan is an amount of cash
borrowed from one or more persons or
businesses borrowing from banks or other
financial institutions to finance scheduled or
unexpected activities. In doing so, the
candidate secures a debt that he will repay
with extra interest and within a specified
time, otherwise, heavy interest will be

levied on the borrower. Finance is a wide
term that involves terms which are related
to banking, leverage or debt. Essentially,
finance involves the management of cash
and the system of getting the required
funds. Finance often comprises the
guideline, development, and analysis of
capital, finance, credit, savings, resources,
and liabilities that establish financial
structures. A loan is the advancing of cash

by one or more persons, associations, or
other financial institutions to other people,
organizations, and so on. The person who in
this case is the borrower incurs a debt and
is generally obligated to pay interest on the
debt until it is fully paid back and to return
the principal amount plus the interest
chagres. Finance is the administration of
cash, especially in the case of corporations,

institutions, or governments. Finance
involves the subject of how a person, a
corporation, or a government gets the cash
required called capital, in the scope of a
business, and whether they then use or
distribute the money. Finance is mostly
divided into the below given major
categories: corporate finance, personal
finance, and public finance.

Cover Story – Overview of School Fees Finance System
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How Financing is making life easier for parents
School finance is a complex and wide field
which involves three resource-related
functions – revenue generation, resource
allocation, and resource utilization – all
three are focused at providing educational
opportunities and producing educational

outcomes. All of these actions occur in a
wider framework of educational goals and
societal values that form how finance
structures are executed. In this article, we
will discuss the overview of school finance,
emphasizing the long-term challenges and

highlighting new
ways of thinking
about them. We
begin by

exploring
background

factors that
affects school
finance decisions;
this includes a
debate of the
goals and
purposes of
public education
and the broader

societal values
that mount public finance. Here, we will also
discuss the traditional and contemporary
mechanisms for raising revenue to
sustenance education systems, and
examines the role of different stages of
government in assisting public education.
The section that follows debates how
capitals are distributed across education
systems, and highlights the evolution of
equity, equality and efficiency
considerations in our allocation choices. We
settle with a set of important resource
consumption issues that are at the middle of
current school finance policy considerations.
A school fees are charges that parents pay to
schools, intended at refining the quality of
education of the students. This amount is
decided by the school with respect to their
facilties, quality of education and other
major factors.

Benefits to school for providing financing options

1. Attracts more students
One of the benefits of providing fee financing to the parents would help schools to attract more students. Financing helps to reduce the
burden of paying huge money at one go. It helps to pay the whole fees in easy instalments, which can be paid over 3 months to 12 months.
Now, when the fee payment will become easy for parents, it will help to attract more students as their paying capacity will become better
after the financing process.

2. Increase average order value
Let’s suppose there are one hundred admission seats open
in a particular school, but every parent does not have the
paying capacity to pay the fees in one go. Few of the
parents may opt out and look for other options for their
child. It will reduce the cash flow for the administration if
parents will opt out from admission. Regular cash flow is
very important for the school administration as it helps to
maintain the daily routine activities of the school. When
every parent will pay the fees in easy instalments, it will
eventually increase the average order value.

3. Improve cash flow
The point is almost similar to the above discusses point,
easy monthly instalments helps any institution to maintain
regular cash flow in the system. Cash flow would help institutions to deal with their regular day to day routine. A school has lot of expenses to
bear, like paying salaries, day to day expense, maintenance expenses and miscellaneous expenses.

4. Abstract Benefits
More than the above mentioned benefits, there are various other benefits which any institution can enjoy. These benefits are not clearly
visible to the parents or students but when any institution is receiving regular tuition fees, it helps to streamline the routine process of the
administration.
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Benefits to parents for taking financing options
1. Easy monthly instalment option
Tuition fees and admission fees of the schools ranges from few thousand rupees to lakhs of rupees, every parent in our society cannot afford
to get their child’s admission in the schools which charges huge amount of money. Although a child’s potential does not depend on any school
but every parent tries to get their child’s admission in the best school of the town. Easy monthly instalments helps parents to pay the school
fees at every fixed interval of time.

2. Wide range of expenses covered
School fee finance not only helps parents to cover the tuition fees
but it also helps to pay admission fees, transport fees, lab fees,
maintenance fees, exam fees and other miscellanies charges.
Suppose total fees of the school, including the above mentioned
charges is around ₹1,00,000 for the year. Then a parent would
have an option to pay the fees in 3 to 12 instalments, which will
help to break the cost in to small equal amount.

3. Build financial prudence
An average parent has many dreams, which may require to take
loan from any financial institutions. To take any loan, bank looks at our credit score and this school fees finance system will help any individual
to improve their credit score. If a parent is regularly paying the monthly instalment, without missing the due date, it will eventually help to
improve the credit score. This way, the financial knowledge of a parent and a child will enhance over a period of time.

4. Reduces financial burden
The above mentioned point is most obvious, the easy monthly instalment system was introduced to reduce the financial burden of any
individual. In today’s world every other individual is facing financial crisis. After the coronavirus pandemic, many people lost their jobs and
were facing financial crisis. At that point of time, every parent was trying hard to pay the school fees, many of them sold their personal
belongings just to pay their child’s school fee, this is the level of importance of education in our country.

Top Companies in School Fees Finance

1. GrayQuest
One of the trusted brand by education institutes across our country, GrayQuest was founded in 2017 by Mr. Rishab Mehta. It is a fintech
company which offers flexible, convenient and rewarding fee payment experience to the
respective payer. Currently, the company is into K-12 and higher education segment,
which is an ecosystem of more than $100 billion. GraQuest has also raised $1.2 million in
a funding round, which was led by Foundation Holdings.

2. Financepeer
Financepeer was founded in 2017 by Mr. Rohit Gajbhiye along with other co-
founders. It is a platform that assists students and parents to pay their school fees
in easy monthly instalments. Some of the unique features of the company is that
it offers 36 EMI options, no cost EMI’s and provide 100% fee funding. In the year
2020, the company raised $3 million in a seed funding round, which was led by
MS Fincap.

3. Neev Finance
The fintech company “Neev Finance” was founded in 2015 and is registered with RBI
under non-banking financial company. The platform helps parents or guardian to pay the
school fees, college fee, coaching fee, vocational development courses fee etc. in easy
instalments. The company has partnered with multiple number of schools to offer their
fee financing system, which will eventually help parents to pay the school fees in easy
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4. Auxilo
The fintech company is registered as NBFC i.e. non-banking financial company with RBI and was founded in the year
2017. The company has raised a total funding of $5.8 million in the year 2018 and funding round was led by
Balrampur Chini Mills. India has over 250 million students, which higher than any other country, this creates a huge
opportunity for fintech companies in India. This way, Auxilo helps its customers to pay their tuition, school fees in
easy monthly instalments.

5. Avanse
Avanse is a fintech company which is regulated by RBI (Reserve Bank of India), as a non-banking
financial company. Along with school fee finance, it offers pre-admission loan, pre-visa disbursement
loan, loan for study in abroad etc. Till date, the fintech company has raised around $60.2 million in
various funding rounds. Its most recent funding came in September, 2020, where it raised $15
million in debt financing through WorldBusiness Capital.

Importance of Financial Literacy for Students and Parents
Financial literacy is the combination of financial, credit, and debt management information, which is important to have any financially
responsibility, which will help us to take various decisions in our day to day life. Financial literacy comprises, how a bank account works, what
using a credit card really means, is it really bad for financial health or it saves a lot of costs and how to avoid debt in our routine life. In a
nutshell, financial education has an impact on families as they try to maintain their budget, buy a home, reserve for their children’s education,
and ensure an income at the time of retirement.

Absence of financial literacy in individual’s life is a problem not only in developing economies but in developed economies as well. Patrons in
developed or progressive economies also fail to establish a strong grasp of financial philosophies in order to comprehend and convey the
financial landscape, manage financial risks efficiently, and avoid financial drawbacks. It is very common to see people who lack financial
literacy and people who do not understand financial basics.
1. Financial literacy is the education and accepting of various financial areas comprising topics linked to managing individual finance, money,

borrowing, and capitalizing.
2. Trends in the developed nations like United States shows that financial literacy amongst individuals is decreasing, with only 34% of

respondents correctly answering four out of five questions posed by FINRA, which is Financial Industry Regulatory Authority of United
States.

3. On the other side, financial literacy is more significant than ever as individuals manage their own retirement accounts, trading personal
assets online, and maintain student, medical, credit card, and mortgage debt.

Conclusion
In today’s world, it is incredibly essential for students to learn through practical experience and gain industry exposure. This could be through
regular industry visits, conferences, guest-lectures by experts, and training. Arranging these facilities can often be quite taxing in terms of
funds and take up a considerable piece from the budget. This is where a school financing loan can be helpful in facilitating adequate industry
exposure for the students. In today’s world, it is incredibly essential for students to learn through practical experience and gain industry
exposure. This could be through regular industry visits, conferences, guest-lectures by experts, and training. Arranging these facilities can often
be quite taxing in terms of funds and take up a considerable piece from the budget. This is where a school financing loan can be helpful in
facilitating adequate industry exposure for the students.
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Financial Overview
perating profit margins of leading School groups:
For the last couple of years,
the average operating profit
margins of leading school

groups in India have been in the range
of 23.0-27.0% as depicted in the chart
below. The numbers, as sourced from
different authorities, the ministry of
corporate affairs etc., have been further
adjusted for non-recurring and one-time
income/expenses, to present the right

set of numbers. In spite of continuous
increasing staff cost, rentals, marketing
and distribution costs, schools have
been able to maintain the margins,
primarily because of incremental
revenue from new students counts and
partly due to:

 Upcoming technologies, which
helped schools to cut down their
various operational overheads

 Higher disposable income and
willingness of parents, to pay more
for better child’s education

 Focus on ancillary revenue - Schools
have now started selling products
like books, stationery, uniforms
play kits, sports equipment etc.,
which has enabled them to diversify
their sources of revenue.

Average operating profit margins as a % of revenue - FY14 to FY17

Source: Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Note: The values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India

Financial Overview

O
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Ancillary revenue of leading School
groups: Like other business sectors, K-
12 segment schools are also increasingly
focussing on diversifying their revenue
streams and focussing on ancillary
revenue. Owing to increased
competition, continuous government
intervention i.e. fee hikes, increasing

operating costs, the margins of the
schools are under huge pressure.
Therefore, many leading schools have
started focusing more on ancillary
revenue streams and as per Eldrok
Research unit, the average ancillary
revenue of those schools as a
percentage of total revenue have risen
in the range of 16% - 20%, as depicted

in the
chart below.
Though, currently, only a small chunk of
schools focusses on ancillary revenues,
however, it is estimated that in coming
years, more schools are going to join the
model of ancillary revenues and
peripheral services due to rising costs
and schools’ inability to raise the fee.

Average Ancillary revenue as a % of total revenue – FY14 to FY17

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Selling and marketing expenses of
leading school groups: As per the
annual/regulatory filings of leading
school groups, over the last 4-5 years,
the average selling and marketing
expenses as % of revenue of schools

have been in the range of 6.0% - 7.0%,
as depicted in the chart below. Although
the graph depicts that the selling and
marketing expenses as a % of revenue
have been range bound or slightly on
declining trend, but in case of a
significant number of schools, the

absolute values represent the opposite
trend. Notably, we observed that the
selling & marketing expenses remains
up to 15.0% - 20.0% in initial few years
of a new school, but gradually starts
declining as the brand value and
visibility of the school increases.

Average selling and marketing expenses as a % of total revenue - FY14 to FY17

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Note: The above mentioned values have been collected based on the sample of 30+ school groups from all over India

Financial Overview
Staff expense pattern of leading
private unaided schools: According
to the annual filings of leading school
groups, the staff expense patterns of

the schools have been in the range of
35.0% to 38.0%. The graph below
depicts the average staff expenses of
these leading school groups from FY14

to FY18. The percentage of staff
expenses as a part of the total expenses
has been increasing due to the fact that
these schools have recruited more
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teachers to improve their Student-
Teacher ratio. Though most of these
school groups have been spending in

the appropriate range, there are some
school groups which spend 40.0% -
50.0% of their expenses towards the

staff
expenses,
which is way above the industry average.

Average staff expenses as a % of total expense - FY14 to FY18

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Note: FY18(E) - Estimated, the values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India
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Music in Education
Introduction
In today’s competitive education
environment, students face severe pressure
to perform in their current classes as well as
preparation for future competitive
exams which decide their whole future
steps. Schools have established fixed
standards for students to help them
excel in standardised tests and get
necessary knowledge and skills for their
future job opportunities. School’s basic
focus in to make students learn and
excel in academic skills like writing,
reading, language skills along with
obtaining understanding of various
subjects like science, maths, geography,
history and the rest. In a quest to achieve
the same and perform on the set testing
standards in schools, many co-curricular and
creative activities and school programs like
arts, music and other creative activities are
often considered excessively pointless and
are removed from the curriculum. Those

students who are interested in such
activities sometimes enroll in private or after
school classes to enhance their skills, but

these private and after school lessons are
not a cup of tea for every student, as it is
expensive for some parents to afford. Music,
art and other creative co-curricular activities
are extremely important in today’s dynamic
environment and schools sometimes doesn’t
realise the importance these programs play

in the development and growth of students.
These activities help students develop their
brain and even relieve stress. Music is

considered to a universal language and
it kick-starts the creative side of a
person like no other, this is the reason
it is considered as the fundamental
pillar of the arts education. In the
present scenario, effective learning is
largely being expressed by students
possessing global skills such as problem
solving, collaboration, analytical
thinking and various social skills. There
is also been an increasing demand for
the resourceful pedagogies and

effective learning tools for improve the
learning processes for the school students.
Several academicians are moving towards
the use of extra-curricular activities like
music and arts as a part of daily education
process to improve the performance the
children’s academic skills.

When you provide a child with new worlds to explore and challenges to tackle, the possibilities are endless. Music
education should not be a privilege for a lucky few, it should be a part of every child's world of possiblity.”

- Hillary Clinton

History of Music Education
The first traces of early formal music instruction were found in a
book printed in 1752, named Bay Psalm Book. It was one of the
primitive instances of the society turning to an unconventional way
of solving a problem and learning a new skill. Lowell Mason, who is
also known as the "Father of American Music Education" believed
that any person possibly can pick up melody and learn music. He
also petitioned to the Boston School Board to have Music
Education included as a regular part of the public school curriculum.
Although his petition of teaching music to students free for one
year was initially rejected, after one year, his students performed
an open-to-all concert at the footsteps of the Boston School Board.
After such a wonderful performance, he generated so much
enthusiasm from their students as well as their parents that the
Boston School Board implemented Music Instruction into the
public school curriculum in 1838. The early 1900s was an iconic
decade in the history of Music Education, as a debate started occurring as to what is the best way to teach music and there was a quick
shortage of trained music teachers. The 20th century, as known as the progressive era, was the time when high schools first appeared and
introduced music education and degrees to draw students. India saw its start of Institutional music education during the colonial period. The
pioneer was Rabindranath Tagore, he founded the Visva-Bharati University. The main system used in transmission of musical knowledge
professional way is by a teacher, called Guru, who transmits his musical knowledge to the student, or shyshya. Some of the universities which
have a dedicated faculty for music are Indira Kala Sangeet University, Swathi Thirunal College of Music or Rabindra Bharati University.

"Singing good music makes a man more reasonable and well-mannered." – Martin Luther

Music in Education
Importance of Music Education for Students at an Early Age

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indira_Kala_Sangeet_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swathi_Thirunal_College_of_Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabindra_Bharati_University
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In an effort to provide students with a well-rounded and holistic education environment, music education is
being introduced a part of the school curriculum. It is noticed that when music education is introduced and
allowed to be in synchronization with the ongoing subjects, it helps students built their self-esteem, improves their skills and gets them ready
for a brighter future.

1. Increased Brain Stimulation
Multiple studies all over the world have shown that increased engagement with music can lead to improvement in the brain development
of students. A recent study in North-western University found that there was a better neural processing in the students who were
learning to play any musical instrument as compared to students who simply listened to music for enjoyment. This study revealed the
importance of music education, rather than listening to music as a background sound when students are working on other academic
activities.

2. Enhancing Reading Skills
Music education has shown to improve reading comprehension skills in students as well. In another study completed by North-western
University, they found that students who are involved in music education have enhanced speech processing capabilities and higher
reading scores than students who were not involved in the classes. Reading is one of the basic skills required for all children to have as it is
needed in all the subjects.

3. Integration of many Subjects
Unknown to many around us, one of the many reasons music is important is also because it integrates many different subject areas.
Music not only allows children to develop their skills but also provides them with an opportunity to improve their maths, reading, writing,
science skills as well as the knowledge of history. In music, time signatures are used to integrate fractions, lyrics writing and song analysis
allows students to improve their reading and language abilities.

4. Discipline in Students
Students have also claimed that they have learned to manage time properly and have more discipline now. If students enroll for out of
school classes and learn and practice the music instruments, they are more likely to develop a practice schedule to make time for the
skills they want to enhance. This will also benefit them in their future as they will learn discipline and time management at a very early
age.

5. Improved Cognitive Abilities and Skills
If we compare two normal children, one of them learning any musical instruments. When we closely compare these two children, there is
some proposition that the musicians have a better growth of neural activity. A 2009 study in the New York Academy of Sciences showed
how children who received musical instruction showed improved sound discrimination and fine motor tasks, with visible changes in those
networks showing during brain imaging.

Companies providing Music Education in India

1. Furtados School of Music

Established in 1865, Furtados was first intended on selling books and musical
instruments, later on gradually moved forward with importing and distributing
musical instruments of leading brands with a strong network of about 21 retail
stores all over the country. After the opening of the Indian Economy in the
early 1990s, Furtados is the first organization to import musical instruments
and has now become a leading brand in providing musical instruments,
accessories and printed music to the music loving community. Later on, in July 2011, Furtados School of Music (FSM) was founded, with a
vision to make quality music education accessible to children and individuals, young and old, making the entire learning process fun-filled,
joyous and memorable. Today, FSM spans 45 points of presence across schools and centres, imparting music education to over 25,000
students. The diverse ages of our students as young as 4 years old.

2. Torrins

Incorporated in 2005, Torrins introduced an innovative & revolutionary
program for music education in schools. Our program provides online video
lessons, trained classroom instructors, software application for teachers, music
instruments, and is designed by Ehsaan Noorani, the renowned music director
of Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy fame & other world-class musicians. Most importantly,
it's affordable & available for your school now. Their program is a result of
decades of experience from instructors at Rollins College and Central Florida university. They have refined it for students in US schools,
and now tailored it for Indian schools. They bring the latest web technology to the classroom in a seamless manner so students,
instructors, and administrators can avail a world-class educational experience and the best part is that It's customizable to your school's
needs.

Education Facts
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World’s highest school is situated
in Phumachangtang, Tibet, at
the height of 5373 metres above

sea level

Gaokao, a compulsory exam to be given
by every high school student in China,
lasts for about 9 hours across two days
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Education Facts

The most expensive school in the world
is the institute “Le Rosey” in
Switzerland. It cost $ 87,000 in
tuition fees. The school has 400
students enrolled with 150 teachers
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Education Briefs - International
UKBasedEdtechCompanyINSTRUCKOBagsanUndisclosedAmountofFundinginaPreSeriesAFundingRound
Based out of the UK with offices in Delhi,
Mumbai, and London, edtech company
iNSTRUCKO delivers innovative digital
content live from extremely certified and
proficient instructors who
have been trained at
prestigious universities such
as Cambridge, Oxford, and
other Ivy League institutions
has recently announced that
it has raised an undisclosed amount of
funding in a Pre Series A funding round from

MVK Group Venture Capital firm based in
London, Virgin Group, and a consortium of
investment capitalists over Switzerland, Abu
Dhabi, Dubai, and London. "iNSTRUCKO

understands
that each
learner is
varied, and we
have formed a
team of global

educationists to build the highest quality of
content and tailor it to each learner's

requirements. Our learning goals are clearly
set, which will not only support the child
with language development but also support
the child with critical thinking, emotional
intelligence, and life-skills," said Devvaki
Aggarwal, CEO of iNSTRUCKO. With the
latest fundraised amount, the edtech
company intends to increase the brand's
customer support across the Middle East,
India, UK, and Singapore.

ChineseOnlineEducationAppZuoyebangbags$1.6BillionfromAlibabaandOthers
Zuoyebang which offers online classes, live
sessions, and homework guidance for
kindergarten to 12th-class learners, and
have around 170 million regular active users,
recently announced that it has raised $1.6
billion Series E+ from backers including
Alibaba Group. Other participants like
SoftBank Vision Fund, Sequoia Capital China,
FountainVest Partners, and Tiger Global
Management have also participated in the

funding round. The latest fundraised amount
brings Zuoyebang’s total
valuation to $2.93 billion. The
total number of learners in
Zuoyebang’s paid Livestream
sessions has touched more
than 10 million, establishing an
industry record, the company
stated. While a lot of the
growth in the edtech sector

was driven by the pandemic. According to
the officials, with the
latest funding, it assumes
online education to stay
extending in the longer
term and will spend in K-
12 grades and also
increase its product
categories.

London-based Edtech Gaming Studio Kuato bags £4.5 Million in a Fresh Funding round
Founded in 2011, award-winning
applications and games creator, edtech
gaming studio Kuato recently announced
that it has raised £4.5 million.
The funding round was led by
Horizons Ventures which is a
Hong Kong-based private
equity firm. Kuato has
collaborated with some
renowned players over the
years, including Disney and

Marvel, to expand educative games for kids.
Kuato concentrated on engaging kids in
narrative education play. Their innovative

games enable kids to share
their Tales with grown-ups, and
through those Tales, enable
grown-ups to memorize what it
was to be young, and free to
understand. With Panic Room,
the company is presenting a
new type of VR experience that

it addresses ‘Actor/Director’. The technology
enables parents, educators to see the kid
move by the game and can also take a part
from the sidelines. According to the official
resources, the fresh fundraised amount will
likely go to supporting the launch of its initial
virtual reality title, Panic Room, and
expanding the patented technology that
creates the game the first of its kind.

Chinese Edtech Company Aixuexi Education Group Raised Nearly US$200 Million
Founded in 2009, Chinese edtech company
Aixuexi Education Group has recently
announced that it has raised US$200 million
in a series D2 round of funding. The funding
round was led by Singapore sovereign
wealth fund GIC and existing backer
Warburg Pincus has also participated in the
funding round. The edtech offers online
courses that include Chinese, English,
physics, chemistry, mathematics, science,
biology, and programming for students from

primary to high school. “Underdeveloped
areas lack qualified teachers and education
resources, which cannot meet the high
demand from students. Aixuexi will bring its
services to Tier 3 to Tier 6 cities and help the
offline education institutions to operate
under the OMO model,” said Gordon Ding,
managing partner at Warburg Pincus. With
the new fundraised amount, the company is
planning to spend on technology and
education services to enhance its products.

It will also enable offline education
institutions in underdeveloped regions to go
online.

Education Briefs - International
Indonesia-based edtech startup Zenius raised funding from
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Openspace Ventures, others
Founded in 2004, K12 students focused and
has above 90,000 thought videos for
learning recently announced that it has
raised an undisclosed amount of funding in a
pre-series B funding round. The funding
round was led by Openspace Ventures,
Alpha JWC Ventures, along with the
participation from some existing backers i.e.

Kinesys, Beenext, and Northstar. Edtech
startup Zenius claims that it witnessed a
stable extension in the year 2020 with funds
rising to above 70% in the second half of the
year compared to the alike period in 2019.
The edtech startup has also currently
revealed its automatic doubt-solving feature
that applies Artificial Intelligence to solve the

doubts of the
students via WhatsApp and its mobile
application and WhatsApp. According to the
official resources, with the latest fundraised
amount, the edtech startup will further
expand its platform.

London-headquartered Educational Apps Developer Intellectokids bags $3

Founded in 2017, IntellectoKids, a developer
of educational apps for kids between the age
group of 3 to 7 years old has recently

secured $3 million of funding in Series A
funding round. The funding round was led by
Allrise Capital and some other backers,
including VERSHINA Capital, QUONOTA
Investments and Genesis Investments have
also participated in the round. “Last year the
incredibly helpful and responsive Genesis
Investments team considered our expertise
to educate and entertain young kids globally
with our high-quality content delivered
through a mobile device. Exactly, after 12
months we are delighted about our Series A

investment and expect to exceed new
investors’ expectations. We’re creating one
of the largest companies globally in
preschool education and the round will
speed up our progress very substantially,”
said Andrey Kondratyuk, IntellectoKids Co-
Founder. According to the officials, the latest
fundraised amount will be used to catalyze
extension and introduce innovative
academic-based teaching specialities to
penetrate further into the preschool
education market.

Egyptedtechstartup,AkhdarbagsaSix-figureUSDollarfundingfromEdventures
Founded in 2017, the edtech startup Akhdar,
which operates as a book summary
application with modest origins as a Youtube
channel, and now the startup operates by a
mobile application that showcases the above
100 video summaries for audio and written
books in more than 16 varied genres,
recently announced that it has raised a six-
figure US dollar funding EdVentures which is
an Egypt-based venture investment firm that
concentrates on funding in the fields of
education, innovative learning solutions, and
culture. “Akhdar began with the object of

giving clear summaries and information
about various books for people who didn’t
have time to read. Back then, we didn’t have
a very clear thought of what we were
required to achieve. We worked very
carefully with the limited support we had to
create our platform and to be ready to
resume presenting useful content. Now, we
are quite passionate about the coming
period, our new business with EdVentures
will combine a lot to our business mainly
with Nahdet Misr’s vast experience in
education and content making,” said

Mohamed Osama, Founder of Akhdar. The
edtech startup Akhdar would utilize the

funding to expand its current library of
content with unique sections and topics.

A Unified School-to-Home Engagement Platform for K-12 Parentsquare Bags $7 Million in New Funding

Founded in 2011, California-based
ParentSquare Inc., which is a unified school-
to-home engagement platform for K-12, has

recently announced that it has raised $7
million of funding in a seed round.
ParentSquare gives a complete yet simple-
to-use communications solution for both
parents and school faculty by addressing
school-to-home communication
requirements holistically. “It has been very
exciting to see the passionate response from
K-12 schools and districts to our efficient,
unified communications platform. With this
venture, we are focused on scaling our

operations and we’re spending in our
engineering team and infrastructure to
ensure innovation remains a strength,” said
Sohit Wadhwa, Co-founder, and CEO of
ParentSquare. According to the official
resources, the company would utilize the
fresh fundraised amount in its technology
platform and products, and to further scale
up its operations to serve K-12 schools and
districts nationwide.

Education Briefs - International
Canadian EdTech Startup Prodigy Education bags CAD 159 Million in a Series B funding round
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Founded in 2011, Prodigy Education
provides an e-learning platform and focused
on math games for elementary and middle
school learners recently announced that it
has raised CAD 159 million in a Series B

financing round. The financing round was led
by TPG Growth, along with the participation
from the previous backers the Canadian
Business Growth Fund or CBGF. The edtech
startup intends to connect students,
teachers & parents, and school districts with
e-learning support. "We are amazingly
humbled by TPG and CBGF's dedication to
our thought and our products. From our
origins as an undergraduate project nine
years ago to today's interesting news, we
have always worked with a simplistic yet
compelling mission: to support every

student in
the world
who loves learning. It will remain to be our
guiding light as we change into a global
leader in education", said Rohan Mahimker,
co-founder and co-CEO of Prodigy. Prodigy
claims to have a great presence in the North
American market and is currently developed
in the United Kingdom, India, and Australia.
The latest fundraised amount would also be
utilized to assist Prodigy to stimulate its
market range.

IndonesianEdTechStartupTitikPintarBagsanundisclosedamountofFunding
Titik Pintar, an Indonesia-based edtech

startup that gives tailored learning for
primary school kids in Indonesia by games

and micro-sessions made by instructors and
joined with government curriculum recently
announced that it has closed an undisclosed
amount of funding. The funding round was
led by the Indonesia Women Empowerment
Fund (IWEF) impact fund. Content on the
platform is designed in Bahasa Indonesia and
English and is selected by instructors who
have rich experience of 10 years in educating
kids. “2020 was hard for everyone, and we

worked hard to give fun educational content
to Indonesian children nationwide. We are
sure to grow our user base in 2021 to
250,000 with the help of our strategic
partners”, stated Robbert Deusing, CEO and
founder of Titik Pitar. The edtech startup
would utilize the latest fundraised amount
to expand the company’s collection of
interactive sessions and instructional videos
through its website.

Schoolzilla acquired by Renaissance for an undisclosed amount
Renaissance Learning, a cloud based K-12
education software company has acquired
Schoolzilla Schoolzilla is an edtech startup
that provides dash board system for
classrooms. It collects multiple data from
students like their attendance, grades and
attitude to monitor their growth and
progress. It helps to solve the issue of
absenteeism. Schoolzilla was facing many
ups and down in their day to day operations
and raising funds to solve the issue was a

time consuming process. Acquisition was the
easiest and convenient option left. Through
this acquisition both companies could share
their customers with each other. This was a
top request from school administrators—to
make our data more connected with their
data, found an easy way to make this real.
That’s why we wanted to bring it in house,”
said, Brekhus, Chief Product Officer,
Renaissance. This is the fourth acquisition of
Renaissance in the past 17 months.

Acquisition would help renaissance to collect
data and attract more customers from
Schoolzilla as well.

Importance of learning coding at an early stage
Coding or computer programming is
increasing in demand day-by-day. Learning
how to code at an early age can actually set
up the kid for a continuance of success.

Digital technology now a day is a huge part of
many children’s lives, as they are enclosed by
video games, smartphones, websites, video
entertainment, etc. Coding guides kids to
break down complicated problems into parts.
Coding prepares kids on how to create, using
reason and impact to make things operate
and change them for the particular goal. If
we talk about 21st-century education the
National Education Policy has introduced
Coding for early age children to enhance the

exposure and build a way to a new world of
discovery and creativity. Tech intellectuals
and educators think that coding is a game-
changer and a new age will use analytical
thinking to resolve the difficulty. It will also
support in improving skills to handle the
difficulties whether it is maths, humanities,
and science. There are many online coding
learning platforms that are dedicated to
teaching kids coding at an early age in which
some are Scratch, Tynker, etc.
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Education Briefs - International
London-Based Edtech Startup MEL Science Bags $14 Million in a Series B Funding Round
A London-based science educational
platform, MEL Science, has raised $14
million in a Series B round
of funding to continue
developing its
subscription-based
learning program. Global
backers include Channel 4
Ventures, Mubadala
Investment Company, and
some other entities from

China and Europe. The edtech startup
intends to take science to life by educational

kits, uniting hands-on
experiments with
communicative VR
simulations, and live
sessions designed to
assist students to
learn in natural,
interesting ways. Its
products are created

for kids, between the age group of 5 to 14,
and can be utilized either by schools or as an
at-home instruction support. “It provides a
way to help parents fill the role of teachers
during periods of classroom closures, and
continually fuel their kids’ curiosity for, and
interest in, subjects that are often difficult to
grasp,” stated co-founder and CEO Vassili
Philippov. The latest fundraised amount will
assist the business to develop its products
more and develop into new markets.

UK Based Edtech Company INSTRUCKO Bags an Undisclosed Amount of
Based out of the UK with offices in Delhi,
Mumbai, and London, edtech company
iNSTRUCKO delivers innovative digital
content live from extremely certified and
proficient instructors who have been trained
at prestigious universities such as Cambridge,
Oxford, and other Ivy League institutions has
recently announced that it has raised an
undisclosed amount of funding in a Pre
Series A funding round from MVK Group
Venture Capital firm based in London, Virgin

Group, and a consortium of investment
capitalists over Switzerland, Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, and London. "iNSTRUCKO
understands that each learner is varied, and
we have formed a team of global
educationists to build the highest quality of
content and tailor it to each learner's
requirements. Our learning goals are clearly
set, which will not only support the child
with language development but also support
the child with critical thinking, emotional

intelligence, and life-skills," said Devvaki
Aggarwal, CEO of iNSTRUCKO. With the
latest fundraised amount, the edtech
company
intends to
increase the
brand's
customer
support across
the Middle
East, India, UK, and Singapore.

African Edtech Startup uLesson bags $7.5 Million in a Series A funding round

African edtech startup uLesson curates
personalized, curriculum-relevant content via
mobile and PC devices for learners in the K-7
to K-12 division over the region. Students can
also reach the tutorings by streaming and SD
cards, where they can store and download
the study content, enabling them to read

remotely, eliminating all difficulties around
internet access restrictions and charges,
recently announced that it has secured $7.5
Million funding in a Series A funding round.
The funding round was led by Owl Ventures,
with incorporation from existing backers,
Founder Collective, TLcom Capital along with
the participation from the new backer i.e.,
LocalGlobe. “Africa is not one place. Many
requirements, customs, and curricula mean
that uLesson has to accurately and

intentionally think about how to create
products and distribution channels to assist
such a huge market. Almost every day we get
emails from families over the continent
asking us to make services open to them.
And in 2021, we will”, said uLesson Founder
and CEO, Sim Shagaya. The fundraised will be
used to power uLesson’s development into
Eastern & Southern Africa, as well as hire
fresh expertise, and increase its productivity
growth and production support.

Berlin-based edtech startup Tomorrow’s Education bags €1.1 million in a pre-seed funding round
Recently, edtech startup Tomorrow’s
Education announced that it has raised €1.1
million in a pre-seed funding round. The
funding round was led by one of the most
dynamic European backers in education i.e.
Emerge Education. Unlike old, one-
dimensional education and passive
consumption of information, Tomorrow’s
Education’s effective training model is
challenge-based. It concentrates on practice-

oriented plans that map real-world
difficulties and the growth of important
abilities. “We are applying technology to
make studying more efficient. Our platform is
based on learning science and leverages
artificial intelligence and regular data-driven
feedback to allow a personalized education
experience. We’re all about opening
potential and improving the self-efficacy of
every student,” said Christian Rebernik, co-

founder of Tomorrow’s Education.
Concurrent to the financing round, the
startup also declares the launch of a double
certified Professional Master’s program in
Technology, Sustainability, and

Entrepreneurship.
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Tech & Innovation in Education
Introduction
In a UN report in 2014, India has the World’s
largest youth population in spite of having
lesser population than China, with 365
million people in between the age of 10-24
years. With this youngest and largest
population of the world, comes a large
amount of brimming talent. But this also
comes with a lot of problems, and one of the
such sectors is India’s educational systems.
India’s educational system focus has always
been focusing more on learning and gaining
theoretical knowledge rather than gaining
real-world knowledge on a specific subject.
Our country has seen millions of new
students graduating and entering the
corporate world every year, facing a fierce
competition for each single vacancy,
resulting in a sudden rise in the nation’s
unemployment levels. One of the major
factors that make this theoretical knowledge
based learning shift to experience based
learning is the use of tech-tools and bringing
innovation in and outside the classroom.
This change can solve many problems inside

the classrooms. Some of the basic
solutions are introduction of new
learning methods, products and
tools into the daily classroom,
which will help boost the overall
scholastic experience. Major
products and services among
these are amalgamation of
Learning Management System
(LMS) or Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) for the organization,
integration of gamified learning as a learning
tool, making students experience the things
they are learning theoretically via
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality
(VR) systems. Introduction of such LMSes
and ERPs in the schools will help as a
centralised and personalised solution for
everyone, right from managing the whole
database of the school to helping students
and teachers access and communicate with
each other through course material,
assignments, and interact with each other.
The world has been seeing some major and

cutting edge technological changes every
year, and education is no exception to that.
Nowadays, every school around the globe is
trying to keep up with the ever-changing
dynamic technological updates that comes
their way. They are focusing more and more
to offer students with options which provide
them which more experience based learning
experiences rather than in-class theoretical
knowledge. Here, we are covering some of
latest technological advancements schools,
teachers and students have seen in recent
years.

1. Digital Books
Digital textbooks have been a revolutionary change in the world of reading as well as education. Many people have also speculated that
learning from books in a traditional classroom setup will soon be outdated and digital transformation will take over the classrooms soon.
Digital textbooks, tablets and other such resources are helping save a lot of textbooks each
year. The price of textbooks increases every year as they need to be revised every 2-3 years
resulting in a waste of paper. Students are also not able to get access to latest information
due to use of older editions. Compared to this, a digital textbook present on a tablet can
easily be updated without any hassle with just a single tap on the screen. Students get to
access the latest content with a price that can be afforded by many of us. The government of
India has taken steps towards the Digital India Initiative by launching ‘EBasta’, which is a
digital library comprising of all books and other course materials in a digital format easily
available for all school students free of cost.

2. Multi-sensory Classrooms
With the introduction of Interactive Whiteboards in the classrooms in
schools recently, schools are taking steps towards multi-sensory learning
environment. Multi-sensory classrooms involve a lot of sensory activities
where students can see, hear and touch the subjects they are learning in
their day-to-day classrooms. This way of learning is also helping students
learn things in a new and interactive way. It also helps teachers to make
their students learn new complex and abstract concepts to the students in a
more attractive and exciting way. Teachers can also record their teachings
which they can share with their students for better revision.

Tech & Innovation in Education

3. Remote Learning
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Remote learning, as known as distance learning is a form of education where students who cannot be
present physically in the classroom. Remote learning via online or virtual classrooms is
helping such students who doesn’t have the means to travel daily to schools but still
have a zeal to learn and achieve something in life. One of the biggest benefits of remote
learning is that you don’t have time and distance barriers in between of you to learn, all
that is required by you is a consistent Wi-Fi connection combined with suitable mobile
technologies. These courses can be altered according to the requirements of the
students with multiple available technological options like class-forums, video
calls/conferencing, pre-recorded videos, etc. Many universities and colleges also
provides degree and diploma courses to students via distance learning so that working
professionals can also avail this opportunity.

4. Gamified Learning
One of the most innovative and captivating technologies that have come forward are
gamified learning classes. These classes are making learning more and more fun and
learning. The whole concept behind this is to make learning and the basic concepts of
games come together. These lessons are based on levels of difficulty, rewards after
each level and restarting the level if you fail it. Failing the level would also reflect that
the student also need the learn and revise the lesson again and restart the level. The is
a basic concept of science behind it, i.e. whenever a person wins a game or crosses a
level, the mind releases a hormone called ‘dopamine’, also known as the ‘feel-good’
hormone. This neurotransmitter is known for triggering motivation and pleasure.
Many studies have shown that gamified learning is proved to be an overall positive
and feel-good experience for the students. The concept challenges students to feel

good after crossing a level and restart again after losing a level.

5. Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are no doubt the next big
thing in the world of education. VR and AR have been known to
help students enhance their learning process, increases their
engagement and improves their critical thinking, problem-solving
and creativity skills. Students are often more engaged in what they
are learning and are able to understand the knowledge better.
Boring lessons can be made fun and interactive by compiling
components like animations, videos, interviews, experiment clips,
images together to give students a lesson that is much more
stimulating and communicating.

6. Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence can be used in schools at multiple levels from
automating their administrative work like attendances, students and
teachers’ data management to automating the process of grading students
in exams. AI can also help teachers with detailed and micro-report of each
student’s performance in examinations through which a teacher can figure
out the student’s performance at a whole other level which was not
possible earlier. Some revolutionary techniques that are being
implemented worldwide are face-eye trackers during classes showing how
much a student is paying attention during class. Teachers can later
diagnose the reports by these AI systems and make their classes more
interactive for students. Several reports and studies have suggested that AI
is going to explode in the education segment in the upcoming years.

Institution Profile
Foster Billabong High International School, Hyderabad
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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Passionate, constructive, successful learning and progressive minds are twins.

- Ms. G. Sunitha Rani
25 years of Foster and 08 years of Foster
billabong, proud to have achieved hegemony
over our vision “To ignite human greatness
by fostering a love of learning; A talent for
thinking and respect for hard work”
continued with a mission to provide a
stimulating environment both infrastructural
and intellectual to our young learners-
testimonials are our speaking trees.
Accessibility to superlative edification during
childhood and young adulthood, Experiential
learning programmes, global diversity in core
curriculum and diverse activity framework
have always been our USP and we
understand that it can make a real and
remarkable change in later life.
A unique blend of National and International
curriculum packed with life lessons and
inspiring wisdom, well equipped 21st century
tools to sharpen the young achievers and
take them through the paths of creative &
critical thinking, problem solving –
empowered and propelled the students and
the academic team to take on roles at par
with international standards.

The British Council projects catapulted the
global dimensions with the School being
accredited with the International School
award – ISA valid till 2021.The aim of
providing outbound learning experiences to
nurture the leadership qualities and life skills
management in the students and the faculty
steered FBHIS towards being a pioneer in
transforming goals into action by being a
host to the HYDERABAD CHAPTER OF IIMUN
(Indian International Model United Nation).
“Safety-at-first @ FBHIS” has always topped
one of our best practices list together with
“Aware the masses” to spread the green
message, won us an award for Excellent
Performance and dedication towards
environment protection.
A mission closer to the vision that the
management embraced was the need to
provide quality education to for all under the
“INCLUSION POLICY”. The special needs of a
leaner are never deterrent @ FBHIS and it’s a
mini window of the real world outside and
beyond school that our children will envisage.
We accept risks and ambiguity coupled with
a researched methodology & curriculum to

empower ourselves towards purposeful
teaching-learning in a heterogeneous
classroom.
The CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility
was the corner stone in helping our children
to critically reflect upon the learning
outcomes of the self-directed projects they
initiated especially with reference to the
manner in which they reached out to the
Chennai flood victims.
My sincere gratitude to TEAM Foster
billabong for their enthusiastic and untiring
efforts in creating culturally, socially and
morally aware global citizens.

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
An investment in happy leaning yields futuristic minds and realistic hearts.
Ms. Srilatha Channapragada

Shaping young, impressionable minds is one
of life’s biggest challenges more –so with gen
z learners it’s a herculean task. At Foster
billabong High International, Hyderabad, we

strive to infuse culture and values into our
curriculum and help the students realise
“Raison d’être” – the reason for being.
We understand 21st century is the beginning
of the IOT era and students across the globe
are surrounded by a cloud of information,
easily available with a click of a button or
artificially intelligent Alexa or Google
assistant. Hence Our distinctive and
noteworthy academic programmes
encourage and exhilarate students to
develop critical-thinking, creative thinking,
problem solving, decision making, coping
with stress and learn through enquiry and
reason, to exchange thoughts and ideas, to
develop key personal and social values, and
to set goals to realize their own unique

potential; Alexa or Google assistants are just
support technologies for mere references as
Zen Z’s are digital natives.
The continuous interplay amongst the 5 E’s
Viz; Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and
Evaluate and the authentic information flow
amongst teachers, students and parents is
pivotal to our on- going curriculum.
Kala Khoj – Talent hunt is parallel and
ongoing process through cultural, sport and
varied co-curricular and extra activities to
widen the scope of education and make it
more consequential for holistic development.
TEAM Foster billabong trusts that pre-
eminence and virtuosity are the gradual
result of always striving to do better, hence
our Motto “In track of Excellence!”

Institution Profile
FBHIS – JUST NOT A SCHOOL
Twenty-five years of relentless service in
education, as educators we at FBHIS believe
in arousing intellectual curiosity,
independent thought and nurture effective
learning habits amongst the young Gen Z

achievers. From an early age, we encourage
pupils to be dynamic, intellectual, creative
and rich in values and culture and develop
freedom of expression. We emphasise on
core skills of critical thinking & problem

solving along with emerging IT trends, so by
the time students complete schooling they
are well prepared for life skills and evolving
global challenges of the world.
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Academic milestones are not the only
measure of the students at FBHIS; focus is on
nurturing social and interpersonal skills,
environment sensitivity, inclusive and
indigenous contribution to school life. An
appropriate mixture of scholastics & co-
scholastics and a judicious amalgamation of
Curricular and Co-curricular activities and a

perfect infusion of values and culture help
students of FBHIS to develop existing
interests and ignite new talents that will stay
with them for life.
Foster billabong High International is
committed to ensure students are given
every opportunity to experience learning in
enabling environments – safe, secure and

democratic
and
achievable goals. Thus driving their potential
towards a holistic learning and achievements
which help them to become global citizens
believing in sustainable development and
contented life.

CAMPUS FACILITIES
 Air conditioned classrooms
 Well-equipped Science, Math, IT, Language and music labs
 Well-equipped library and art & craft room
 Sports and Performing arts: Skating, Badminton, Football, Volleyball,

Cricket, Tennis, Indoor games and dance.
 Resource room for remediation
 Exhilarating signature clubs Viz; Robotics, Astro, F-1 car design and many

more
RECENTLY INTRODUCED TECHNOLOGIES

 ERP and GPRS Tracking
 School mobile App

VISION OF THE SCHOOL
 To ignite human greatness by fostering a love of learning.
 A talent for thinking and respect for hard work

MISSION OF THE SCHOOL
 Wisdom over knowledge
 Individual creative thought over rote learning
 Aspiration over ambition
 Spirituality over religion
 A united world over a divided one

Achievements
 BEST School Deligence in execution Award Kangaroo Kids Educational Ltd 2017-18
 Appreciation for visionary leadership, perseverance & initiatives in organizing competitive exams and performance excellence of

students on SOF Olympiads held during 2017-18.
 Cultivating Arts (indulging kids in arts) supporting TELANGANA State Level Drawing Competition 2018-19.
 Space Adhyaan – Hyderabad- from BIRLA SCIENCE CENTRE Received an Appreciation for participation in World Space Week 2016

conducted on 7th &8th October, 2016.
 BEACON OF STUDENT COMMUNITY AWARD – 2017 – in recognition of our role for promoting in All India General Knowledge

Examination - 2017
 Science Olympiad foundation - Best Performing School Award
 Unified Council-Best School (Participation) Award 2016-17
 9th Indy’s Education Award- Outstanding School in SOUTH INDIA-Director Ms. G. SUNITHA RANI
 School Management- Director Ms. G. SUNITHA RANI and Vice-Principal received the awards from BRAINFEED for contribution to

educational field 2014-15, 2015-16- ACHARYA DEVOBHAVA
 BRITISH COUNCIL- International School Award 2015-2018 ISA.

Institution Profile

Credence International School,
Mumbai
Strengthening Faith and Nurturing Intelligence
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Introduction
CREDENCE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLs - a

group of schools (Managing 9 Schools across

5 states) built on the lines of Gurukul, where

there are no wrong answers and every

process leads to creative solutions,

integrated with latest technology and

experiential learning tools and STEM Labs.

We stand committed to nurture the coming

generations with values and enable them to

acquire the skill set required to meet the

challenges of future careers. Our schools

offer state of the art infrastructure, cutting

edge technology, thoroughly researched

academic curriculum and standardized

operating systems which guarantee a

symbiotic experience to our kids and parents

throughout our school network across the

length and breadth of the country. All

aspects of our teaching and learning are in

accordance with our vision of creating a

school which is not just about timetables,

subjects, exams and marks but about making

each child realize their potential and evolve a

futuristic society which they wish to live in.

Exclusives at Credence International School:
 Thematic inter-disciplinary teaching based on a scientifically developed pedagogy.

 Focus on Experiential Learning & STEM Learning.

 Wi-Fi enabled Smart Classrooms and Campus with i-pad for every student and teacher.

 Language Lab, Math Lab and Science Lab.

 Music Lab, Dance Club, Computer Lab, Art and Craft Activities and Sports Training.

 Student-Teacher and Parent-Teacher Portal.

 CCTV Monitoring across campuses & GPS Tracking for Bus Monitoring.

Institution Profile
Founder’s Profile
Credence International School is founded by
three partners: Mr. Sudhir Kukreja, Mr.
Rajeev Kothari and Mr. Abhishek Doshi, who
with their specific expertise and rich
experience manage our schools. Together
they make a perfect combination to cater to
every requirement of an efficient Education

Ecosystem. They believe, Education is

complete when a child is made competent
enough to deal with various situations in life
dexterously. Such an education will require a
child to be developed socially, intellectually,
emotionally, spiritually and physically. With
this thought Credence has been designed
with the pedagogy to touch upon each of

these elements in a child's development
phase.
Our founders are committed to facilitate an
atmosphere that would make our children
rational decision makers and believe in
removing the societal pressures that
inevitably influence their decisions. They

wish to make children learn logic in a way as
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to equip them to make choices based on one
thing - Rationale.

Our Curriculum Philosophy:

Co-curricular activities in school:

Creating inquisitiveness, thinking and solving abilities
and nurturing imagination is what our curriculum
stands for. Based on this, our program EXPLORE takes
the syllabus beyond classrooms and ensures logical
understanding of every concept. The program is
designed with incorporation of multiple intelligences
and hence caters to different learning styles. The
program has been designed keeping in mind the stages
of learning and the relevance of learning in daily lives.

All the learning material including books, teaching aids,
digital content as well as teacher training material and
tools are developed by a centralized team in Mumbai
and implemented across our chain of schools Pan
India.

A school should be a place where a child gets to explore different
opportunities and co-curricular activities need to go hand in hand
with academics to ensure development and exploration of every
talent. At Credence International School, we have an Indoor and
Outdoor play area, with focused training for games like
basketball, football, skating, cricket, volleyball etc. We also have
a music and dance room on campus with a dedicated instructor
for both. Apart from these, we also conduct workshops to
develop speaking and drama skills. We specialize in integrating
our co-curricular activities with our theme-based curriculum.
Also, students are indulged in these activities from Pre-Primary
level to ensure development of motor skills.
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Institution’s Profile

Technology Integration & Digitization in School:
We believe in the saying, ‘Technology will never replace teachers, but technology in the hands of a great teacher can be transformational.’
With this philosophy we have been digitally revolutionizing our schools and making learning interactive and experiential.

Levels of Tech-Integration
 I-pad for every student and teacher
 Smart classrooms and a Wi-Fi enabled campus
 Computer Lab
 STEM education with AR VR Tools
 Apple for Education & Google for Education Program
 RFID Enabled I-cards
 ERP
 Online Assessments

New Initiatives
 Professional Theatrics
 Robotics
 3D - Animation and Designing
 Digital Library
 Astro-Lab
 British Council accreditation
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Institution Profile

Trileaves group of schools
ntroduction
Trileaves is a progressive, child-
centric school, which continually
evolves its educational programs
to suit the needs of its student

community. One of the very few schools
to follow project-based and theme-
based experiential learning; Trileaves
ensures all round and holistic
development of each and every child. A
school that offers an amalgam of both
the traditional and modern methods of
learning, Trileaves stands out for its
unique, well-defined curriculum with
focus on “learning by doing" and
"learning by engaging". Teachers at
Trileaves use a variety of strategies and
resources to actively engage students
and emphasize on higher-order thinking
skills.

Students learn in groups, which
promotes collaboration, organizational
thinking and creativity. The traditional
disciplines are offered but are integrated
with broad exposure to liberal arts and

STEAM through innovative activities. On
a usual day at Trileaves, you will see
groups of students engaged in different
hands-on activities. From a group of
students engaged in critical and logical
thinking puzzles, another group diving
deep into the global pollinator crisis to a
group setting up shops to compare and
contrast prices, estimate sales tax on the
bill etc. our learners are constantly
involved in rigorous scientific,
mathematical and literary inquiries.

All the activities conducted in
connection with academics and extra-
curricular classes at Trileaves develop
various 21st Century skills like
communication, collaboration,
adaptability, initiative, critical thinking,

etc. At Trileaves, students are exposed
to practical hands on experiences in
tune with the needs of the industry
rather than encouraging rote learning.
Integration of technology has constantly
enhanced the learning process and has
helped in better retention and
understanding. Trileaves strives to equip
and empower its students to contribute
to the development of society at large. It
nurtures leaders of the 21st century by
fostering broader dimensions of learning
that includes social and emotional
development, creativity and innovation,
positive attitude towards learning and
global citizenship.

Institution Profile

I
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Director’s Message

Future Plans:

1. Establishing a Maker’s space and a Robotics Studio

2. Integrating technology more extensively.

3. Increasing sports facilities.

Campus Facilities:
Facilities at Trileaves Group of
Schools:
1. Sprawling, beautifully landscaped campuses with a sizeable playground and an enormous indoor amphitheatre.

2. Well lit and ventilated labs and classrooms.

3. Safe and secure environment with installed CCTV cameras, fire extinguishers and an effective evacuation plan.

4. Language Labs, Science Labs, Maths lab, Social Science Labs, English and Literature Labs, Art Lab, Computer Science Lab,

Dance room, Music room, Play room, and Sick room are some of the facilities provided for our learners.

5. All our labs and classrooms are Wi-Fi enabled and are equipped with projectors and speakers.

Institution Profile

We strongly believe that Learning Environment = Student
Outcomes.

Shruthi Lakshmi Saravanan, Director, Trileaves Group of Schools
“I believe that twenty-first century learning should not occur in an environment
that reflects the one-size fits all design of the twentieth century. It should allow
students to demonstrate their learning in a safe, positive and a culturally
responsive environment that promote for all levels of learners. It is imperative that
we ‘design immersive learning experiences’ rather than deliver content. While
content delivery and content acquisition is central to student development, it is
equally or perhaps even more pertinent to expose our students to social,
economic, and environmental challenges facing our society today. We need to
guide learners to develop their thinking and problem-solving skills by creating
appropriate, hands-on learning experiences. Grounding academic experiences in
current events is vital to better prepare children for future work and
life. Classroom sessions should stimulate reflection, challenge stereotypes and
embolden learners to be decisive leaders and change-makers of the 21st Century
global community.”
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Vision:

To develop a community of happy and compassionate world citizens with strong moral values, who live

with responsibility and contribute to the world.

Mission:

Trileaves aims to provide empowering, transformative and creative learning experiences that equip our

learners with the skills and knowledge to be leaders and change makers of the 21st Century Global

community.

Our classrooms stimulate deep thinking through exploration and discovery. Our learning spaces
allow students to demonstrate their learning in a safe, positive, and culturally responsive
environment that promotes all levels of learners. Open classrooms and labs empowers the students to move freely, take
ownership of the space and identify spaces that work the best for them.
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Institution Profile

ABHYASA INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL
Abhyasa Vision Statement
Imbuing Confidence, Creativity, Character for a Competent India!
Abhyasa envision to develop the Core Human Competencies of Confidence, Creativity and Character among
her students by making them relate to the Universal Collective Consciousness, so that we work together to
create a Harmonious Global Community for materializing the eternal vision of Bharat. i.e.

“Lokaah Samasthaah SukhinoBhavanthu….” May all the Worlds be Happy at all times”
– This is verily the vision of Abhyasa School !

Abhyasa Mission Statement

Its-kind Public School based on Indian
Culture and Gurukul Ethos, for Girls and Boys

from all over the world, -
to realize their physical -
intellectual, social, psychic,
spiritual potential - for
their balanced all-round
development.
To provide a healthy
environment with a
globally up-to-the minute
curriculum, through state -
of - the - art technology.
To equip students with
knowledge and skills in

various fields, to develop their intellect,

creativity, balance their emotions with
human values and a holistic vision of life.
To enable children to co-exist consciously
with Society and Nature, adapt
harmoniously to changes and challenges in
life, so that they succeed professionally and
are empowered for collective leadership. As
world citizens, they would uplift others -
physically and metaphysically.
"Abhyasa Matruka" - Abhyasa Alma Mater

Chairperson

Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba has
operationalized the art of 'Man-
making' propagated by Swami Vivekananda.
In His infinite wisdom, Bhagawan has
repeatedly stressed the need to firmly sow
the seeds of character and culture in early

childhood apart from merely
informative education aiming at
material success. Unswerving
adherence to truth, unity of thought,
word & deed and a sense of
indebtedness to society should
pervade the life of a person to make
it meaningful. Material success
should bring into our being a feeling
of responsibility to share the fruits of
success by distributing the same to
the less endowed brethren. This
thirst for serving society through
loving 'Seva' generates ideas, creates
talent, and promotes imaginative
dedication to a meaningful course in
one’s life. Respect for our own epics,
culture, tradition, and heritage

endows us with confidence and patriotic
fervor. Such a purposeful life liberates and
takes us nearer to Divinity.
The yearning desire of a few alumni of Sri
Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning at
Puttaparthi resulted in “Abhyasa Residential

School” coming into being in an idyllic
setting in Toopran. Smt and Sri Kalletla
Rangadas garu and family dedicated
themselves to the same as a service to
Bhagawan. Sri Kalletla Vinayak and the team
of devoted staff have been striving
constantly to shape the school with such
ideals stressing the need for value based
education. We are humbly proud to say that
Abhyasa has carved a special niche among
the schools. The installation of state of the
art teaching equipment and methodology
has been a continuing effort. Many of our
alumni have made us proud by winning
laurels in academic and sports. It has a
special place of recognition for cultural and
social service programmes with even
the United Nations Award for Excellence in
Social Service.
With our prayer to Bhagawan for His
Gracious shower of blessings on all -- We,
the Board of Governors, rededicate
ourselves to His ideals.
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Institution Profile
Director & Founder Principal

Knowledge is as vast as the Universe.
Even if someone were to spend every
minute of his life in the acquisition of
knowledge, he would not even cover
1/7 of it. So what are we actually trying
to teach our children by drawing-up
syllabi, framing Courses and awarding
Certifications?
Schooling has to essentially Prepare the
Child for Life in such a way that he/she is
able to find moments of Happiness all along
the way and not just at the end of the road !
By the time every parent realizes that

Happiness cannot be measured by Success
and Money, the child would have already
completed its share of grueling to prepare
for another similar living that his/her parents
have gone through.... A vicious cycle thus
continues for another generation! The
problems in the present education system
began when the parents of students started

interfering with it. In any profession, a
practitioner is most often trusted to execute
his expertise. But when it comes to schooling,
parents are extremely overbearing about
how their children should be taught or even
treated by their teachers! Standardization
and Commercialization of education
commenced this way. Nativity and Creativity
have taken the back seat and the result is a
mass production of Uneducated Literates!
Abhyasa is an Institution that upholds
the Right of every Child to discover itself to
his/her fullest potential and evolve into a
Complete Human Being under the
observation of teachers who are just
facilitators and guides. We have consciously
chosen a residential form of schooling, as
children need to be drawn away from the
comfort of parental protection and put into
'simulators' that replicate the larger society.
Can a child learn to swim by just dabbling its
legs in water, without entering a pool?
Similarly, how can a child learn to face Life
without completely stepping out into the
external world? "The love of a parent for a
child is the love that should grow towards

separation", said Kahlil Gibran. "Your
children are not your children. They are the
sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you,
and though they are with you, yet they do
not belong to you.
You may give them your love, but not your
thoughts, for they have their own thoughts!

You may strive to be like them, but seek not
to make them like you... For life goes not
backward nor tarries with yesterday.
You are the bows from which your children
as living arrows are sent forth. The archer
bends you with His might that His arrows
may go swift and far. Let our bending in the
archer's hand be for gladness; For, even as
He loves the arrow that flies, He loves also
the bow that is stable!”
- Kahlil Gibran (1883 - 1931)
Abhyasa is an Exclusive School - for those
parents who can understand and appreciate
the aforesaid Verses.... If you feel that you
are one such enlightened parent, here is an
invitation to give your child - the best of
schooling...because your child is the best
thing that happened to you in life! Abhyasa
provides unlimited opportunities - through a
wide spectrum of curriculum - for a Child to
discover the World in all its vagaries and
choose his/ her goal for life, consciously and
cautiously!
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Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education and Architecture Sectors. We
have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 57,000+ followers across our leading social
media platforms.
For more information, please contact: +91-12-4475 1840, +91-83750 27737 or
mail us on - gaggarwal@eldrok.com

AI in Education
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